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Colorado
of
with
abrogating
1.
1
charged
Colo.,
Springs,
Sept,
LAW IN CALIFORNIA
OF MOFFAT ROAD of the grant The decree awarded to
H. ,Jckson
j Sierra Max L. Kahler, Hlllsboro.
broker, in Howard P Seeds, of Cripple Creek, a withholding the strike order until the
Bocorro;
on July ?6,sfiDday prominent miner operator end secre- expiration of that period and In the
Attorney A. .B McMillan, not quite one
if 8ocorro H. O. Bunum,
It Abolishes Fallow Servant and Con the. Irjoguois Hotel, of
W. K. Martlm.Soeorro. half of the lands partitioned for legal
returned- a verdict
In the tary of the Cripple Cr3k Lodge of meantime, make an effort to resume It Is to Be Pushed to Colorado-Uta- h
murder
tributory Negligence fiefense
Line Through $1,250,000
Martlnex, Taos;
services rendered and by purchase.
second degree.
Elks, was found here today wandering negotiations tor peace with the rail
in Damage Suits,
' Tunnel. '
On July 6, 1907, commissioners were
, Jose MontaWrr Taos.'
The jury had been locked, up aU aimlessly about the st Met. He has road officials.
Torraaoe-'Crestl- no
Wit (Sjr Apaelal Laaaed Wtn w ntm Kexlcaa) night By the-- verdict, Geidel escapes been absent from jne gold camps since 3. To recede from their demand
Chaves,
appointed to make partition of the)
(By Special Loaned Wln to New Mexican) lands, but there being 450 or torn
Uri; Cetasttrto Ortts, GUlrteo.
Saa Francisco. Oalif.. Sent L Cali the electric chair b it will to sentenced Tuesday morning", and Is unable to that the railroad recognise the Feder
Grand Junction; Colo., Sept. 1.
of Shop Employes.
ated
UnionM3has. fcaletr, Clarton; E. fornia's new
W
Organisation
to
;,
20
for
from
his
account
give
of
yearn
actions.
prison,
any
He
life,'
Employers' Liability Law
Plans for the Utah extension of ' the claimants and owing to the nature of
"
Time.
T. Gallegos, Clayton.
for
the land, they found It impracticable ,;
was
,
.Playing
to
fora
taken
medical
aboil sMnf the contributory necMgenoe
hospital
& Pacific (Mot
s
Valencia Solomon Luna, Lob
to make a division.
It 'is believed that one of these al- Denver Northwestern
treatment
Before a sale tnd fellow servant defeases In ac FIVeBROKER8 ARRESTED
acaret
well
under
railroad,
way,
Carlos' Cat; lids Lnnas.
ternatives will soon be decided upon, fatt)
was ordered, some ninety claimant hv
,CFOR WIRE TAPPING,
tions for damages brought br Injured
to
who
Frederick Brind,
has
cording
:
'.'J4 '''fi
Atstrfe-HUX,,Brsj- n)et
Several of the delegates have, it is been
'
tervened. Decree was entered in favof '
esrstoyeev swat, lato cfraet todan a
YARDMA8TER THOUGHT TO
'V
Investigating the possibilities of of the
'
of
favor
in
themselves
intervenors declaring them to , s
said,
expressed
e ww, inioi was a part pr
tnerqu
They Broke In On a Wire Operated by
j BE BOX CAR BURGLAR- - giving the ' railroad company thirty such road In the Uintah basin on be- he the owners of the
f ;
.., for ts Traasury
reionn .program of the Jast legisla : '
Brother at 8alt
lands claimed
half of the foreign syndicate, which
'
Utah.
..
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero tare, prorldes fixed compensmttoa for
(Br gpeojal Leased Wire to !ew Vexlcan) days notice of the abrogation of wage it Is said, will furnish the neeedd by them and defining the amount; t
Uk,
which each of the Intervenors waaca- - '
lias received the sum o( $2,258.86 from injured workmen, benefttsiM widows (Br Speelr Leased Wire ta Mew Mvneaoi
Salt Lake City. Utah, i lept L- -B. A. contracts. If this action is decided money.
-- tan,
Bait Li.
DeWltt Sutton,
Sept,
land oommlssloner; and orphans and medical and surgical
B. P. Brrien
yardmi ster of .the on, the question of calling a strike
According to Brind. the Uintah rail titled. .Appeal was taken.
was arrested .today Denver ftgeneral
a
Lowe,
Wfcer,
treat
attention
Romero,
Rio Grande 14 this city, la will bo indefinitely delayed. t$4.C4 Trom Eugene
will be a part of the new line, SThe case revolves upon the eeAsttal&V
way
ktThe amount of compensation la' to on the charge ef tapping a telegraph under arrest on the charge of being v Situation Carefully Considered.
mrsr of San Miguel county.
the directors having decided to tun tion of Sections 293? and 2938 otT a f
wire operatJby , .jtnei 'Ora Badge? the leader of a gang of (box car burg."i
Local heada of the ahopmen have nel
ftMrra County.
Book Cliffs next spring nt a Compiled Laws and whether the I V
. 1 - " V '!- " " lars which has atoltn thousanda of wired their representatives at San cost the
oar4 of three .ftmjrs appointed vt Brothers- - .
jr TratlSnf Auditor loon Joeras
of $1,350,000, eliminating the ute is intended to be a statute t
y
J
noelTsl the-- tax roll1 from Bierrs tne covernor.
Voarptter, men jrara ah(0 arrested dollars worth of merchandise consign- - Fmneiaoo for advice and It is expected present heavy grades and to extend ltatton and repose merely, o
g
on
same
Hable'fof
toe.
bold
is
tbat
.Te
exRay
be
will
a
charge.
local
to
ed tp
iat
certain
stores and 9an Francisco they
Taeyre"
line' to
guided
to grant affirmative rt V..,,1
the road to the Colorado-Utaft
,hog
51! iSklurrejroloyer
sostsined by an employe la Jerkins, 3. F. MoAllister, and R. L. firms. Other arrests ar expected to-"' '"
develop the new oil and asphalt dis
..",?
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(Continued; on Pag Eight)
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tricts of the two states.
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READ for PROFIT

The Little Store

Use for Result!

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit. '

DENVER BREAD

"The Best

I

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

S

dad. Ouiseppi Mates
with whom he bad q
in the evening, is mi'
camp and is believed '
shot. Six shots wen
one taking effect '

'

N. M.v .
in
er
he
he

CASI1ETS

WORK

WHILE

YOU

SLEEP

Salts, Calomel and Cathartic, Pills Are
Violent They Act on Bowels
Comes High in England.
as Pepper Acts In Nostrils.
When the attorney for Alice B. Bowler o! Frederick, Colo., sent a sumTake a Cascaret tonight and thor
mons to the sheriff of Warwick province, England, they expectej to have oughly cleanse your Liver, Stomach
the vapers served for CO cents, but and Bowels, and you will surely feel
the sheriff wrote back that" it would great by morning. You men and worn- cost $625. He suggested,! however,1 en wno nav neaache, coated tongue,
TONIC IN ACTION . QUICK IN RESULTS
that if the high bailiff and registrar can,t slen' are MHous, nervous and
For sale by all drvggtsts.
was employed it would cost only four uPet bothered with a sick, gassy,
The high bailiff got the disordered stomach, or have backache
shillings.
THE KING AND THE CAT.
Jo6.
Mrs. Bowler accuses her bus- - ana el all worn out.
An ancient courtier owned a cat;
Are you keeping clean inside with
band of
and cruelty.
Handsome and sleek and tame;
Cascarets or merely forcing a passThe king, his master, gazed thereat
ageway every few days with salts,
Boy Commits Suicide.
And coveted the same. The struggle for independence prov- cathartic pills or certor oil? This is
ed too strong for Samuel Peterman, important.
"Sir Beldon," 'twas the king who
Cascarets immediately .cleanse and
16, at Denver, and he ended his life
spoke,
as his father, Adolph Peterman regulate the stomach, remove the sour,
just
"Thy cat delights my eyes.
was searching for the boy to assure undigested and fermenting food and
Give her to me and thou shalt have
him that there was no necessity for foul gases, take the excess bile from
Whatever thou dost prize."
his supporting himself. There had the liver and carry off the
decomposed
been a quarrel and young Peterman waste matter and poison from the in
sore
was
Beldon
of heart,
Sir
then
had declared that henceforth he would testines and bowels.
Yet he could not refuse;
not be a burden to his family. The
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
He gave his cat unto the king
boy rented a room and started to
"Now," said the monarch "chooser shift for himself but the bitterness straighten you oat by morning. A 10- BUY ONE OF OUR SAWS AND IT WILL BE THE BEST, i
cent box from your
means a
YOU EVER SAW."
of his struggle was too great. Lock- clear head and druggist'
cheerfulness
for
The knights they wondered what
muu Oh our HARDWARE WILL
STAND
ing himself in a small room he shot months. Don't forget the children.
THE
HARD
t'would be,
himself in the abdomen.
WEAR. LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT
The ladies wondered too;
THE KINDS THAT BEST STAND THE TEST.
BASE BALL GAME
Were theirs this chance they'd ask for
WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, AND WE KNOW
All Good Pictures at the Elks' to
TOMORROW AND SUNDAY,
lands
CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.
night.
And castles, not a few.
Lockhart of Trinidad, Colorado, Will
Wood-Davi- s
Pitch for Santa Fe on
Sir Beldon knelt. "Oh, sire," said he,
il
Sunday.
"My dearest wish is that
EDITORIAL FLASHES
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14
Santa Fe fans will have an oppor
You've pledged your word to grant it
of
You give me back my cat."
tunity
witnessing two fast games
G. H. W. in Boston Transcript.
Saturday and Sunday between the SanSanta Fe is 8ecure.
ta Fe
and the strong Las Vegas
Some of the papers are talking of team. Grays
Las Vegas has this year one of
moving the state capitol from Santa
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
Fe. Such talk is idle. One or two the strongest teams that ever repreAROUND THE STATE
sented the Meadow City, and have
aspiring towns may talk about mov- won a
large majority of the games
MEXICAN HATS
ing the capital, but it will never be
have
they
played this year. Manager
moved.
with
Santa
400
Fe
its almost
Custodian of Fort Wingate.
R. Lopez of the locals has secured the
New aud Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter;
Sergeant P. M. Carrigan, retired, years of history, is secure in its po- services of Pitcher Lockhart of TriniLatest in Hand Color
Artistic
has been appointed caretaker of the sition. Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
dad and will pitch Sunday. Lockhart
abandoned post at Fort Wingate,
Post
Cards.
in;
one
is
Framing.
of
the best pitchers of the
In Colfax County? It Can't Be!
county, and commenced his
Manuel Paltenghe says that if the Southwest. Recently he struck out fifduties today.
editor of the Springer Stockman has teen men against the strong Amarillo
investigated before saying that the team. Las Sunaay, he pitcned for SanSuit on Note.
San Francisco Street.
R. Unes of Jemez, Sandoval county. saloons in Springer are closed on Sun- ta Fe men against Las Vegas, and had
Is plaintiff In a suit at Albuquerque day, he might have found out some- his game won uitil the last inning
the when an error allowed the Vegas boys
to recover the sum of $172.80 and In- thing interesting.
However,
terest alleged to be due on a note by spirits" mentioned in the first story to score and lost by the score of 5 to
were not of the bottled kind. Wagon 4. The Santa Fe band has been seW. S. Hopewell.
cured and will play in both games. The
Mound Pantagraph.
Grays have been practicing every day
New Paper for Melrose.
A Good Snowing.
and expect to get revenge by winning
The Melrose Enterprise has scarceThe News has been favored with both games. Don't fail to come and
ly been decently buried, when J. E.
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Curren, the journalistic veteran of a copy of the report of Mayor Arthur root for the home team.
checkered history, invades that quiet Seligman of Santa Fe, showing pro
Curry county town to establish a gress made during the year from
"red-hot- "
or- April 1st, 1910, to March 31st, 1911, i Relieves
Democratic
campaign
of;
and condition of that city on later
gan.
date. The report is one of which ev- j ;
ery resident of the city of Holy Faith
Secretary Fitzsimmons Resigns.
At the conclusion of two years of may well be proud and demonstrates
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
efficient service George Fitzsimmons that no mistake was made in pie se- !
i
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
OURS
has presented his resignation as gen- lection of Arthur Seligman to guide
eral secretary of the Las Vgas Y. M. its destinies. This is the first detailed
C. A. Mr. Fitzsimmons'
resignation statement in pamphlet form, of a
will take effect October 1. He expects city's progress that has fallen under
to leave shortly after that date lor our notice. The example might well
be followed. Roswell Morning News.
Rochester, N. Y.
rt

c

y
Southern Corner Plaza.
WE

REGISTER

GIVE

TICKET8

Santa Fe.
WITH

Telephone No. 40.
CASH

ALL

PURCHASES.

GOOD EATING !

i

Imported Oilthe very bestand Sardines,
These lines are like home to us.

Don't forget our bread
i

Six Bis: Loaves for 25c.
Phone,

191

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Black.

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

&

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

ALFALFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

Why Import Mineral Water

Phone Black

45

CATARRH

PIAN05 7 PIANOS

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico

Chlckerlng Bros.
Bush and Lane.

jijkBLADDER

I

and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plane
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-demaMilton and the World Famous Cecilian
Co. will meet every customer
Interior Playe Pianos, and many more than half way In making
Girl Stabs Playmate.
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd satAngered by the taunts of two boy
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
companions, while they were at play
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
in Washington park at Denver,
LEARNARD-LINDEMANLelia Andrews
N
slipped a tiny
CO.
knife from the folds of her dress and
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
slashed Antonio Stockmore, aged 12.
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
The blade entered the boy's back and
was buried to the hilt.
Learnard-Llndeman-

Co.

n

Jesse-Frenc-

n

Building Materials Dawson Coal.

FRUIT BOXES
Near Union Depot

I

FRUIT BOXES
(

FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES
SEND YOUR

ORDERS TO

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N.M.
436 Canon Road.

Phone

19

Miller is Doing Great Work.
One important result of the recent
New Mexico Development Conference
at Mountainair, will be the publication
within a short time of a pamphlet by
the New Mexico Irrigation Department, containing the address delivered at the conference by State Engineer Charles D. Miller upon "The Irrigation Resources of New Mexico." Mr.
Miller's address was a thoughtfully
prepared review of our irrigation resources; what they are and what their
development will mean to the new
state and to the nation. It was the
most thorough work of the kind that
has been written on New Mexico and
Its publication by Mr. Miller means
that it will receive widespread distribution throughout the country. Mr.
Miller has determined to send a copy
of the pamphlet to every one of the
'16,000 Inquiries which have been pub
lished in the weekly Bulletins of the
Publicity Association thus supplying
one of the most Important follow-u- i
arguments we have had. The pamphlet will be effectively frustrated and
will be the most convincing document
yet published dealing with our irrigation resources. Bureau of Immigration Bulletin.

n

PHONE, RED 100.

Black.

I

--

B. P.
purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLA8S LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of
day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. , I will
endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
Phone 139 Red

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Santa

oal

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way; Good coverea hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
Station.

W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.

Paane ub. we will be glad to call far
yeur laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work ii guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons tewed en
yenr shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

PHONE

RED 122

Change of Pictures at the Elks' tonight. His Mis judgment; A Broken
Life; His Birthday.

OPEN DAY AND N1QHT

$100 REWARD, $100.

La Salle Restaurant

Two Suits for Divorce.
Suit for divorce wag filed In the
a
district court at Albuquerque by
Chavez de Padllla, against Mariano Padilla. The plaintiff alleges
that her husband drove herself and
tour year iold child, Nicolas, from
home with curses and told them never to return. Bersabe Griego de
filed suit for divorce in the dis
trict court against Porflrio Barela,
better known as Porflrio Dominguez.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
a constitutional treatment. Hall's
Cure is taken internally, acting French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
New York Chop Suey 50c.
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving thef patient strength by
building up the constitution and aal
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors haw so much faith in its
For Best Laundry Work
curative powers wuat they offer One
Hundred Dollars' for any case that it
falls to cure. ;Scrd for list of testi- BASKET LEAYES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

The readers; of this paper will be
CHAS. O.ANN, Prop.
pleased to learn that there is at least
Telephone If.
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Regular Meals 25 cents.
is the only positive cure now known
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh beShort Orders at All Hours.
ing a constitutional disease,- requires

Imperial Laundry

monials,

Murder Near Trinidad.

i

RETURNS

THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

Address E'. J, CHENEY & CO., ToSalvatore Colantonio, an Italian
"'
miner, was killed . shortly after mid- ledo, O.
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Sold
.
all
a
fired
shot
by
night by
7ru?s;Ets, 75c.
through the win
Fe. N. mMrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
room
in the boarding Tske Hall's Family Pills for constlpan
1 dow of his
house at Valdez west of Trlnl-- I tiOO.
Phone Red No. 2).
Phone, Red No. 2)
i

I

i

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

WATER CO

RATON
YANKEE

CERR1LLOS

Wood
Lumpf

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
bawea Wood nd Kindhn.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
near a. r.tg.r. Depot
;

Telephone

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

TOR
1

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancles; Also a number of the finest Frnit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuqoe at a Bargain.

CAI P

Uii JiLL

IOProved

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

LL?hone9

h

Ba-rel- a

I have

feSS

Be Good to the Umpire.
"If we are to have Sunday baseball
it must be decent for the ladies," said
Mayor J. L. Puckett, of Kokomo, Indiana, In fining Clifford J. Walters,
first baseman of the Elwood baseball
team, for assault upon Umpire James
Clark, and in dismissing the prosecution against the umpire. "To have decent Sunday ball the decisions of the
umpire must be respected."

Re-gin-

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
Williams

YWsffl

.

Handcuffed Prisoners Escape.
Two convicts from San Juan county,
Colorado, made their escapo from a
Rio Grande train near Chama, Rio Arriba county, by jumping through an
open window white Sheriff U. A. Niel-sowas in the rear end of the car for
a drink. The prisoners, James Riley
and Jose Gonzales, were being taken
to the penitentiary and were handcuffed together.

Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
Oet your order in. The price is right.

(

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

Contract for Elks' Building.
In all proTiability the contract for
the construction of the new home for
the Las Vegas lodge of Elks will be
awarded to A. M. Horn, of Tucum-cari- .
The bid of Horn was found to
be several thousand dollars less then
that of the other bidders. The bids
ranged from $31,950 down to $25,111.

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

333 HICKOXSTREET,

Hardware Co.

j

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

,

j

CHAS. CLOSSON

0

-

-

Whet

to Reed of Anyffcfnr
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Fnriiisfccd.
--

Don Caspar Ave. .

-'a!BiaitaMaainnnmiiiiiiaiiii
nTt'rV
HACK
I FIR5T CLASS
SERVICE
1

rnnt'.-Tjjajn-

1
For hire at
fCCMKTS BACI
1
.

peptHar

IJKE

aria

i

utiles ana neele heme.

TKOmEaS!CX,fta.

Pkmm Black 1U.

1
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TRACHOMA FIGHTERS
ADJOURNED YESTERDAY.

NO REASON FOR IT.

Show the
Citizens
Way.
There can be no just reason why
any reader of this will continue to
suffer the tortures of an aching hack,
the annoyance of urinary disorders,
the dangers of serious .kidney ills
when relief is so near at hand and
ten most positive proof given that
these ills can be cured. Read what
When Santa Fa

NEW MEXICO POLITiGS

Addressed Memorial to New Ifexico
Board of Health and to Into'"
Department.

10 PfllB

Notice for Publication.
a man without shadNot coal land.
ow; who will poll more votes than
any other Republican in the bounds. Department of the Interior,
Such a man is Nathan Jaffa, and it is U. S. Land Office at santa Fe, N. M.
up to the Republicans of New MexiJuly 29,1911.
co to take the best way to success.
Notice is hereby given that Romaldo
Roswell Register Tribune.
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry. No.
W
for lot Z, and SE
Too Much of a Hurry.
NW
section 25,
The Record would suggest to the Sec. 24, and E
voters that they be in no great hurrj township 15 N, range 11 E., N. M. P.
to pledge themselves to support any meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
candidates for office. Wait until the to make final
proof, to estabentire number of candidates are be lish claim to the land above described.
fore you, and then choose accordingly. And it might be well to add that
to
this advice applies particularly
the Progressive element of the Dem
ocratic party and to the "dry" voters
,
Roswell Daily Record.

state ticket with

before the register or receiver, U. 8.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro
Rivera, of Pecos, N. M.; Enriquez Rivera of Glorieta, N. M.; Bicente Lucero
of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Can-did-

Before adjourning yesterday aftertrachoma,
Attorney Elfego Baca of Albuquer-- ite of the Democracy Deraocrntd gen- noon, the confereme o
the U. S. Indian que has announced himself as a can-- era II y coicede one of the senutorphips
which convened
Industrial Schoo' in this city on the didate for district Judge at Albuquer to Mr. Snith. They concede that he
is entitlet to this honor, at tlx- hands
day 'before, adjpted a report of the que.
If you want anything on earth-Ne-w try
a Santa Fe citizen says:
of his par y, by reason of his long, serrnnfpronoa aid recommendations to
Mexican V'ant Ad.
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St,ltne Bureau df Indian Affairs and the
Grant County Committees.
vice in coigress.
.
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and;,,
rt of tne interior. Among
sevcommit
while
ther
central
there
are
So,
The Grant county
fore,
a half years ago I gave a statement the recrnmendations are individual
Democratic and Republican, will eral active and passive candidates for
for publication regarding my experi- washirrf and other outfits for Indian tees,
meet next Monday at Silver City.
the Senate a. of them are iu reality
ence with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today
to
pupii ; isolation of pupils liable
aspirants t ir but one office the' secI am stronger in my praise of this gDrjad infection of trachoma at In- That Is the Limit
The active candiond senattrship.
remedy than ever. I suffered greatly dttn boarding schools and the teachr
nom- dates are: Eug?ne S. Ives of Pima
The
Farmington
from disordered kidneys, the pains g o tne gjris at the Indian schools,
in my back being so acute that I had ,'now. to dreBB wound caused by ofe- - inates W. R. McGill, of LaLande, for county; E. B. O'Xeill of Maricopa
A Favorite Son.
Ths rations for the cure of trachoma and one of the two congressmen from New county, ant Reese Ling and Henry
to stop work and sit down.
The action of the Republican cen
1
trouble steadily grew worse and I also how to handle other cases.
tral committee of Chaves county in
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
rarely knew what it was to be iree The following memorial to the New
the
endorsing and recommending
Soon after Mexico Board of Health was adopted:
from an ache or pain.'
candidacy of Hon. Nathan Jaffa for
I began using Doan's Kidnej Pills, Department of the Interior,
of New Mexico was a gracegovernor
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
United States Indian Service.
my pains and aches disappeared and
ful and deserved compliment to a
my back became strong."
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.. 31, 1911.
Favorite Son. If New Mexico must
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION IN
...
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 To the State Board of Health and the
have a Republican for governor and
, ,
( & 5,
,
THE SOUTHWEST
Co., Buffalo,
centsl Foster-MllburNew Mexico Medical Society.
the selection of that Republican govNew York, sole agents for the United
You are advised tha.
Gentlemen
ernor was left to the News, Nathan
tates.
in a conference for the purpose ol
Jaffa would be the man. This is not
COURSES -- COMMERCIAL, LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC
and
Doan's
name
Remember the
said because Mr. Jaffa happens to be
formulating plans for a vigorous camtake no other.
a citizen of Roswell and Chaves coun
Academic and Preparatory Courses from Separate Departments
paign against trachoma among Indians held at Santa Fe, August 30,
ty, but because he is the best man
Boarding and Day Students. Send for Prospectus
NOTICE.
1911, by the physicians, superintendthat has entered the arena of RepubTerritorial
Engineer.
of
ents and teachers, of the Indian
Department
lican politics in New Mexico in two
Number of Application 591.
schools in New Mexico, it was reportdecades. The editor of the News has
Studies Resumed
BROTHER EDWARD, PRES
1911.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 26,
ed that tint nnlv tha Indians hilt the
known Mr. Jaffa for more than a
September 5th.
,
Notice is hereby given that on the M ,
with-number nf local com- can
a
of
and
say
century
quarter
26th day of July, 1911, in accordance munities were badly infected with
out hesitation that the only soft spot
Law
26,
ofcnoma
Section
Irrigation
ever found in him is his affiliation
1907, Lucas Gallegos, of Vallecitos,
These qualv
with the Republicans.
R wag tne unanim0us opinion of
of
county of Rio Arriba, Territory
ties in Mr. Jaffa will, in sorrow be it
tne conference that active measures
to
New Mexico, made an application
laid prove his undoing politically.
gnould be taken by the state author!-thTerritorial Engineer of New tles of New Mexlco ln the prevention
He is not the kind of man that his
MexiwO
Mexico for a permit to appropriate of tne spread of this disease, and that
party will demand as head ot its tick
e
Terri-jthof
tte
from the public waters
et. There ore hundreds ot Republiattenti0n of the State Board of
tory of New Mexico.
cans in New Mexico who would be deHealth and the New Mexico Medical
Such appropriation is to be made Soclety ghould be called to the mat-froROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
lighted to honor Mr. Jaffa with the
Valle de los Cabolla at a point ter
"The West Point of the Southwest"
governorship, but they are in the minsec. 15, T. 26 N., R. 7 E., by
NW
e therfore respectfully submit
Ranked by United States War De
ority, and have not the love of the
means of diversion and storage and t0 tne gtate Board of Health, and the
I
ft
old guard.
.'JXZTA
The men, who, like Jaffa, partment as "Distinguished Institut1 cu. ft per sec. and 2 acre feet Is Medlcai society the consideration ol
stand for the well being of New Mex ion." Army officers detailed by War
Sec. 15, tne advi8ibiiity of medical inspection
to be conveyed to NE
ico first with petty partisan and pep Department- Sec. 14, T. 26 N., R. 7 E., by of tne eyes of tne public schooi schooi
NW
sonal advantages a secondary considThrough Academic course, prepar
means of ditches and small reservoir cnlldren for the purpose of gaining
eration, will be as lonesome in the Re ing young men for college or business
20
of
and there used for irrigation
accurate information as to the extent
publican convention as a big stepson life. Great amount of open air work.
acres and domestic purposes.
at a family reunion. Roswell Morn- - Healthiest location of any Military
of the existence of trachoma in the
The Territorial Engineer will take gtate In order tnat accurate statistics
tne News.
School in the Union. Located in the
this application up for consideration may be compiled, and adequate regu-obeautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
all
and
the 26th of October, 1911,
latlons formulated for its control
Insurrection In Democratic Ranks.
of the West at an elevation of 3700
persons who may oppose the granting wnicn may be made tne subject of
Lurid insurrection has broken out feet above sea level, sunshine every
of the above application must file early legislation,
among the Democrats of Chaves coun day, but little rain or snow during the
their objections substantiated with af-- Tne 0flicers and physicians in the
'
"
ty and in a meeting of young Demo- season.
fidavits with the Territorial Engineer Indian service will gladly
crats at Roswell, the county ring was
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
and copy with applicant on or before in thls movement, and submit to the
denounced as a gang of perpetual of- all graduates from standard eastern
that date.
Board of Health or the Medical So
fice holders. Resolutions demanding colleges.
Ten buildings, throughly
'CHARLES D. MILLER,
clety' any statistics or other informa
rotation of office were adopted, al- furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Territorial Engineer. tion in regard to the trachoma among
though these are unnecessary, the ;n all respects.
li M rIndians, that may be of value.
constitution as formulated by the Re
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
This communication is Intended
constitutional convention
publican
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
(Not Coal Land.)
ELFEGO BACA,
merely for the purpose of securing a
for this very rotation by
providing
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Department of the Interior,
more successful campaign against
to
officers ineligible
Candidate for District Judge.
county
making
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. trachoma in New Mexico. The Board
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretory,
the Roswell
succeed
themselves.
Says
and W. A. FINLEY.
July 29. 1911.
of Health and the State Medical SoDaily Record In speaking of the meetNotice is hereby given that Vicente
For particulars and illustrated cacannot but realize the necessity Mexico, of course, to run on the Dem- Ashurst of Yavapai (county six in all. ing: "Rev. P. T. Ramsey spoke In no
ciety
of Pecos, N. M., who,' on July for
The receptive candidates are too nu uncertain tone to the effect that there talogues address:
the, better control of this disease. ocratic ticket.
'
30, 1906, made homestead entry No.
' Very respectfully,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
merous to mention,but conspicuous were moral interests of the communi
for lot 4, SW 4 SW
Hubert N. Johnson, U. S. Physician
Superintendent
are: Frank Cox and ty, which a large element intended to
them
Democratic Split in Chaves.
among
Sec. at Taos.
NW
Sec. 24, and the W
Selim Michelson ot Maricopa county, look after and that he wished none
the young
of
Over
the
protests
25, Township 15 N, Range 11 E., N.
Russell D. Holt, V. S. Physician at
who wanted a later date, and Judge Hawkins, forris Goldwa- - to blind themselves to the fact That
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of gftn juaft.
October 16, the Democratic' county ter and R. N. Fredericks of Yava- this interest must be reckoned with
intention to make final five year prooi,
Emile Robinson, Nurse, Santa Fe committee of Chaves, called the pri- pai county. Arizona Republican.
and no candidate need shut his eyes
to establish claim to the land above Indian School.
Allen T. Bird of the Nogales Oasis, to these issues. The address by Judge
23.
maries
for
September
Receivor
described, before Register
Elizabeth J. Richards, Teacher Sanis one of the .leading candidates for a Dills was like a desert in an oasis
er, TJ. S. Iand Office at Santa Fe, ta Fe Indian School.
con
Democratic
Primaries.
senatorship on the Republican side, He gave a regular
N. M., on the 14th day of September,
Lula C. Parr, Teacher Santa Fe Inthe
and
Pres-cot- t servative Democratic
speech
as
are
E.
Morrison
will
of
have
Robert
Democrats
Eddy county
1911.
dian School.
crowd cheered and smiled, mostly
Cameron.
on October 16, but all
and
their
Delegate
Raph
primaries
as
names
witnesses:
Claimant
A. G. Pollock, Special Indian Agent
smiled. He opposed the initiative, the
the other counties in that Judicial dis.
Pedro Rivera, Jose Romero, both in charge Santa Fe School.
referendum and recall, the Austra
in
Baom.
Jaffa
on
The
23,
although
trict,
September
of
of Pecos, N. M., Enriquez Romero,
A. Murphy,, Chief Supervisor
lian ballot and every progressive poli
Joseph
In
Elsewhere
be
will
Turks"
this
issue
Chaves
the
county,
"Young
Glorleta, N. M and Candldo Rivera, Medical Department, ,U. S. Indian
are very sore because the early date found the resolutions 4 the Republi cy that he had time to attack. It was
of Santa Fe, N. M.
Service.
can central committee endorsing Na- - a 'Joe Cannon' speech. Nevertheless
was fixed upon.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Melvln L. Dorr, Inspector for Secthan Jaffa for governr of the state the ludge said he had been support
well-fitti- ng
,
Register. retary of the Interior.
of New Mexico. It is perhaps the ing the party for fifty years and unPecos Valley Candidates.
Reuben Perry, Superintendent AlIntenno
The crop of candidates in the low most remarkable expMsion of conn- less It got too rank he had
"
' Notice for Publication. ;
buquerque Indian School.
er
Pecos valley is still growing. In dence for a public mi ever voiced tion of taking to the woods now,
Not coal land.
C. J. Crandall, Superintendent Santo the scores of candidacies in New Mexico. There is no mistak- - Charley Gilbert argued that Chaves
addition
pocket-boo- k.
ta Fe Indian School.
Department of the Interior,
Guy V. Herbert jing its' meaning. It h to the effect county was controlled by a 'gang' that
announced,
already
M.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
Chas. E. McChesney, Superintend
'skinned
crowd
that in their estimate Mr. Nathan had the Hubbell
has decided to stand for
July 29. 1911 ent Pueblo Day Schools, northern Rio as assessor in Chaves county. Tobe Jaffa is the biggest an best man in mile.' "
Seferlno
that
Notice is hereby given
Grande.
D. T.
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who on July
Lonergan, Superintendent
fin: tST CANTALOUPES
Southern Rio
30, 116, made homestead entry, No. Pueblo Day School,
EVER SEEN HERE
SE
Grande.
for lot 3, SE
Geo. O. Keck, U. S. Physician, Air
SE 4 of section 23, township 15
W
They Are Raited by B. O. Wade In
N, range 11 E, N. M. P. meridian, has buquerque School.
the Fort Sumner Valley, GuadA. Henry Dunn, U. S. Physician
filed notice of intention to make final
:
alupe County.
i',V
pi
PC
r
proof, to establish claim to Jemez.
LaS.
U.
Fred
Dillon,
before
Physician
regthe land above described,
Santa Feans this week received
ister or receiver, V. S. Land Office at guna.
from B. O. Wade of Kort Sumner,
Santa Fe, N. M., on tne 14th day of
that
Guadalupe county, cantaloupes
LIVE CHAMBER OS" COM
September, 1911.
are easily the largest, most luscious
TUCUMCARI.
AT
WE HAVE THEM IN
MERCE
Claimant names as witnesses:
and finest musk melons ever seen in
Gonzales, Jose L. Martinez, Dothis city. For the past three years,
in Quay
Box Calf,
Organize
mingo Martinez, Juan Jose Martinez, Newspapermen
Mr. Wade has experimented with canExhibit
Make
to
at
M.
Dry
N.
of
all
County
Pecos,
Sumner
in
Fort
culture
the
taloupe
MANTJED R. OTERO,
Farming Congress.
Valley on a tract of his own. Each
"'"
Valour, Kangaroo,
ReglBter.
year he has selected the choicest and
N. M., Sept. 1. Quay
'
Tucumcari,
most perfectly netted melons, those
TO AND FROm'rOBwELL
county newspaper men are organiz
Russet, Tan,
the smallest seed cavity and
having
:i Connections
made with Automobile
coun
ing to take an exhibit from the
the finest meat. From these he took
line at Vaughn for Roswen, dally. ty fair at Tucumcari to the Interna
seed for the following year's planting.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rot-we- tional Exposition of Dry Farmed Pro
and
Leather
Last year, H. B. Hening, secretary of
at 8:30 a. n. and arrives at Rot-- . ducts at Colorado Springs the week
of
the
visited
Bureau
Immigration,
well at 3:30 p. m. AutomoDlle leaves of October 16th. Whenever this has
BUTTON OR LACE
Mr. Wade's cantaloupe tract. He open
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The been done in the past, the splendid ex
and
found
ed
melons
the
that
thirty
fare be' ween Santa F and Torrance hibits that are always gotten togeth
seed cavity in each did not vary
is $5.80 and between Torrance i and er ln Quay county attract a great deal
of an inch. Mr. Wade is an ex..
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on auto, of attention.'
tree grower and horticulturfruit'
pert
stands
a
has
fair
that
mobile Sy wire. J. W 9ockard.
Quay county
ist. A country that can raise those
out unique. The Chamber of Com
kind of melons should never lack
merce at Tucumcari backs it, putting
prosperity.
Out
up the organization complete.
side of the business men of the city
it costs nobody a cent, excepting what
TIME TABLE ALL
they may wish to spend. There are no
LOCAL TRAINS
gate or entry fees, no expenses for
care of stock or exhibits. On this bas
The following are the time tables
is they pafd all premiums in 1910,
of the local railroads: '
and had money left over.
Tucumcari and the Quay county
"A. T. A 8. F. Ry."
ones when it comes to
bunch are-liv- e
Leave
setting forth the advantages of their
N. MM
8.10 a. m. connect with No t west
country. A New Mexico.' branch o!
bound, No, lO'eastbound. :
some-thin- s:
TO
Con
International
the
Dry Farming
arrive U BanU Fe 12:10
Returning
llfs.,
$50.Ji gress has' been organized the past
Chicago,
p. nt '
Mountalnair
ALLEN T. BIRD.
44.J5 summer, during the
StUois,Mo
4 p. mp connect with No. l, westChautauqua, and the people of the
Republican Candidate for the U. 8. 8enate in Arizona.
bound.
ALL STYES, BUTTON OR LACE.
50.15
St Paul, Kiio.,
state have started to interest fanners
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
. . . . .
21.10
Denver, wio.,
in the methods taught For that rea
nson many are anxious to attend the Odem announces himself as a candl- - public life ln New Melico today, an P. Colorado SHofs,
18.15
p. a. conect with No. 7 and
7:20
Colorado Borings Congress, hear the date for sheriff. B. H. Wixom wants opinion that we believe to be eminent-14.35
Piefclo, Coioy.
discussions and see the exposition. to be a county commissioner in that ly correct While a lifle disappoint- - 1 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eaetbound
Returning arriv at San. Fe 11:1
DATCS OP ALE, '
,
county, in Eddy county, josepn m. ea tnat the forces migh not have cen- aenator for P. m.
Whiskey Kills Child Several days Graham wants to be a county com-- jtered upon the office
Pair DsUly until Sept. 30th. Return
D,
ft. a. fty.
ago, a local man brought home a bot mlssloner; W. H. Merchant treasurer Mr. Jaffa, the RegisteiiTribune whol
,
limit, October 31. ,
m.
E.
a.
for
on
10:18
Leaves
north.
the and collector, and A.
of whiskey and setn down
Bailey, super ly approves the action it the commit
Uw fates to Other Snmaer teiortf tle
daughter lntendent'of county schools, all, of tee and wjll support Mf. Jaffa to the Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
kitchen table. His yofe
STCP0VE1 PUVHECES.;
.
New Mexico Centra? Ry.
end.
it party course, on the Democratic ticket.
With auch a ffcllng entirely
seised the bottle and iL-ie-d
when se fell into convulsions and died.
general the party on me other side
Leave 6:45 ft m, conlects with No.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAV.
of the mountains will ba wise to listen I east and 1 south and west
For Arizona 8natorehlps.
For iiormatkMirtime-tfclM,- v
Foley Kidney PIHs win check the At thla stage of the contest the only to the call of the Cha&t county Re
Arrive 3.18 fc: m. with connections
Jordan Is hot. goiag-t- o-l from No. 3
procress of your kidney and bladder apparently aafe guess la that Mark publicans.
, . etc. call oa or address,
trouble and: heal by removing the Smith will be one of tne Democratic be any too easy a road !f travel this
H.
oa tartn try
Try tv- -v JTw sale, by ag selections. Nobody can predict with year anyhow, and it ill ie part ol s It yon waatjtjirtfcla
N.
Santx
f
the a Want ad
otrtataty who will be the other favor? political common sense.
Now Mexican
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IReliable School Shoes!

"

We have made special preparations to

get together the best assortment of strong,

School Shoes, and our
neat,
exceptionally low prices will be easy on
The prices are shaved
your
down to the lowest point possible, as we
do not believe in big profits and few
sales, but prefer small profits and many
satisfied customers.
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$1.35to$3.50

SUMMER

Our line of FERr

RIS SHOES we

can honestly reo
commend to everybody who wants
extra good and neat.
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THE NEW .1LXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
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Entered as Second Clas

Matt er at the Santa Fe Postotflce.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, pet week, by carrier
Dally, per aonth, by carrier... .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daiiy, par year, by mail

Daily, six month, by mall
Weekly, six months
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X
X
X
X
X

X
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 1.
The weather for New Mexico X
is generally fair except local X
showers in northwest portion X
X
tonight or Saturday.
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How About That Fire Insurance? :

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

12.50

rer year

tJ

f

I

1.00

His Birthday at the Elks' tonight.!
The White Mountain Apple Parers)
'
60 75c at Goebels.
4
Milk and Cream always on hand
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,

Think About

2.00

Weekly,
Weekly, per quarter ,

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

:

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

!'A i

THE SHORT
The voters of Santa Fe county on
In O. A. Larrazolo, the Republican
November 7, are called
election
party gains a host in itself, and the upon to day,
select thirty-twpublic offimost
Its
mag- cials from
Democratic party loses
among some sixty or per
.
netic
haps one hundred candidates. They
That is the most selfish view of it, are at the same time to vote whether
however. The greater gratification lies to make the constitution of New alexThe
in the fact that O. A. Larrazolo, as a jc0 more
easily amendable.
Flood amendment is quite
lengthy
representative of the Spanish-American first settlers of New Mexico, rec- - and every voter will be handed a
ognizes at last, that the policy of the blue sheet of formidable size. Unless
Democratic party has always been he has been told beforehand what it
consistently one . of tyranny, oppres-- ; is all about, he will be confused and
time be-tsion, denial of constitutional rights, will consume considerable
In fore depositing his ballot What that
people other than themselves.
will mean in precincts in which
the South, they have wrongfully,
disfranchised millions of citi-- where up to a thousand voters may
elec-thzens whom the constitution guarantees desire to cast their ballots on
right to vote, but who on account tion day, can readily be understood,off
of the vestige of the old states rights What an opportunity for trading
for' corruption, for skull
doctrine, the federal government is candidates,
.duggery and for fraudulent manipula- powerless to protect.
'tion! Surely, a vigorous campaign of
In Arizona they disfranchised the education
te waged from now
Wherever, unU, NoyemDer
Spanish speaking people
a Bhort eough time
the Democracy has been long in pow- for the purposei 80 that every voter
,. llni,prEfan(1 whar is ftt issue, the
er, whether it be through Tammany
in New York; Fingr Connors in Buf- - meritg of the candidates and the po- falo; Hinky Dink and riatn House Jonn llticai principies to be decided. The
In Chicago; the Abe Ruef's and Mayor 'snort" ballot is one of the desirable
Schmitz's in San Francisco; the ne- - reforms of the early stage of the
farious ring in Denver; it is through state's career and instead of
of voters, through election two candidates at one election, seven
frauds, through trampling on the to ten would be enough. Experience
with the short ballot in other states
rights of individuals.
Even here in New Mexico, in such bas demonstrated that it solves many
counties as Eddy, the disposition of political problems.
the Democrats has been to segregate
BOOBY.
citizens as they
the
What kind of "boohs are elected
dc the negroes, placing them on the
same plane, and Larrazolo quotes elec- - In Oregon under thj Initiative, refertion figures to prove that he was dis- - endum, recall, direct primary system,
criminated against in his own party, to bigh and responsible office, Is ap- because of the blood that
flows Parent without further comment from
tne following Washington, D. C, dis-throueh his arteries.

Assistant Cashier.

NATIONAL BANK

i :

.........

X

Canital Stock,

'$150,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits, : 60,000

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

:

Transacts a general banking business la all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorably terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buy s knd sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line,' and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

Santa Ffe Planing Mill
'

Cashier.

KING INSTITUTION IN NEW
iTABLISKED IN 1870.

MEXICO.

n

A HOST IN HIMSELF.

HST

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS

READ,

F. McKANE,

THE OLDEST B

1S8.

The New Mexican is the oldest new spaner in New Mexico. It is sent to
Buy Them Now, even though you
ever; postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation do not need them until next season.
axooiifc the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
See the advertisement of Adolf Selig-maDry Goods Company. It will interest you.
(UNION UK. LABEL
Monroe Sauls and wife of Socorro,
Sl
N. M., both cooks, arrived on the noon
train and are stopping at the Shelby
BALLOT.

J.B.

1ii

F SANTA FE.

Then Act!

Bt!

-

President

A. HUGHES,

1,

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

St. Rooming House.
Hayward says that he will quit adWindow Frames,
Wainscotting,
'
Moulding
vertising, because the more he adver
Door
Doors.
Frames,
Ceiling,
Sash,
tises the harder he must work to
casings, Base,
'
Custom Work,
serve the crowds. D"o you see the
pry Run Flooring
point?
We Must Wear, as we expect to be
Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
with you right along. Therefore our
Work, "urning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
goods must wear, if not we are right
giaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
here where you can jump on us. Wood
Davis Hardware Company.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
We solicit a Iberal share of your patronage.
Take a Basket and go to Adolf Sel- i
Plans,
igman's residence, De Vargas street,
and get the finest kind of apples and
Specifications, Etc.
Phone Black 33166.
pears at one and a half cents per
pound. First come first served.
Marriage Licenses The following
have taken out wedding licenses here: c B Hamilton, Ed Saxon and W. L
Dan Golorich and Miss Myrtle Smith Benner.
A mass meeting will be
oi Aiauria: ieo nwynes oi run
aftor thj nail of the state cen-' "
MONEY AND METALS.
Wayne, Ind., and Eloisa Lopez of tral committer meeting at AlbuquerPark View.
St.
Louis, Mo., Sept. 1. Lead weak
que, September 7, to eiect delegates
New Division Superintendent S. to the district congressional and state 4.371-2- ;
Spelter steady 5.80.
H. Barnes has resigned as superinin
Over 4) appplicants ara
conventions.
tendent of the Denver & Rio Grande out for the ten offices.
Wool.
railroad' at Alamosa, Colorado, and
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 1. Wool slow
BOOMS IN SUITS WITH PRIVATE BATH
Cowan Succeeds Coepp A Called
has been succeeded by I. H. Luke, an
and western mediums 171-territory
Demoand
Cuisine
meeting of the Edd county
Large Sample
11
old time railroader.
20; fine mediums 1718; fine
commi.tee at Carlsbad, 15.
Room for Com- Table Service
kL
Something to Crow About. Selig- - cratic central
man Brotners certainly nave a nne set October 14 for the primaries. Dr.
'inemal Traveler!
LIVESTOCK. ...
display of the celebrated Warner Cowan was elected chiirman. Dr. F. F.
Kansas City, Sept. l.Oattle ReA large delegation
Corsets in the latest models. Ladies Doepp, resigned.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
1,500 including 900 southerns.
ceipts
will do well to give more than a from the north end of the county was Market
steady. Native steers $58;
a
of
which
gives promise
present,
passing glance to this notice.
southern steers $46; southern cows
Fans Here Tomorrow The Las Ve- warm sectional fight to be precipitat- and heifers $34.50;
native cows and
gas Maroons will be here tomorrow ed during the coming campaign.
heifers $2.757.25; stockers and feedto do two days battle with the Lopez
Mrs. Gilmore Released Mrs. Juli- ers $3.255.75; bulls $34.50; calves
Grays. The first game will be tomor- ette Smith Gilmore, hailing from Chi- $4.507.50; western steers $4.60
row and the second on Sunday.
cago, arrested, at Silver City recently, 7.25; western cows $3 4.75.
Nerve George T. on a
Newspaperman's
telegram, from ;hat city, chargHogs
Receipts 3,000. Market 5c
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
Gould, a pioneer Journalist of New ing her with "forgery and who put up higher.
Bulk of sales $7.151.30;
Albuannounces
at
himself
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Mexico,
a cash bond of ?300, pending the arri- heavy $77.30; packers and butchers
querque, as a candidate for county val of an Illinois officer with requisi- $7.107.40; lights $7.107..4O.
Thirty seven ropmsvnewly and neatly furnished,
superintendent of schools, in Bernalil- tion papers, has ben released by
Sheep
"
Receipts 2,000. Market
r
well lighted and ventilated,
lo county.
V
Judge Newcomb, the officer failing to steady. Muttons $3.254; lambs $5.50
Will Not Run for Governor Mayor show up. Mrs. Gilmore took the train,
1
Rooms en suite with private bath an phone.
6.35; range wethers and yearlings"
George T. Veal of Roswell, prints a saying she was going to Chicago.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
o
ewes $2.503.75.
range
..au,
a,ulli
$3.254.25;
of
Oregon denial in the Roswell Daily Record of
"Representative Lafferty
ace issue and race fee ing in the com- RATES $2.50 'TO
CHEERFUL DINING
Chicago, Sept. 1. Cattle Receipts
Came One Hour After Death The
THOS. DORAN
d wi(Je notorlety the
report that he would be a candislow and weak.,Beeve
ing election. But the people of New
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
,mash nQteg to a WashIng. date for governor of New Mexico on remains of W. C. Alyes, who died at 20,000. Market
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
Mexico cannot close their eyes ...to ton
Carlsbad, were sent to Princeville, 111., $5 7.90; Texas steers $4.406.35;
young woman declares he nas not the Prohibition ticket.,
What is going on in the entire.South. wrltten more tnan tnree ,etters ask.
where his pare, ts reside. Mr. Alyes western steers $47; stockers and
eath of Child The five months was
whaHs going on in Oklahoma, what lno.
vi
t
thnt
a sanitary inspector, and has been feeders $35.50; cows and heifers
o.j
is going on' in the bi fcities, what is he wants t0 know what young un. old child of Mr. and Mrs. Guadalupe superintending ,'he dipping of cattle $2.256.25; calves $6.25 7.25.
Sais of East Palace avenue, died yesHogs
on the plains. ,? He was brought in a
neignDonng state married man has not done
transpiring in
Receipts lO.QQQ., , Market
terday. The funeral took place this
. oi --arizoiiaT)r even in our own coun- - An tio
IU with pneumonia, but 10c higher. ' Light $7.15
in
(.70; mixed
'it mr
week
very
ago
afternoon at 2 o'clock from the Catherough
heavy
$6.857.60;
medical
ties, where tne Democrats, wherever g0n will meet me face to face and ao dral.
tne
he
care
of
in
$77.70;
pest
spite
in power, discriminate and oppress cuse me of writing the letters with funeralMulligan and Rising were the passed away, rhe case is pathetic as $6.857.05; good to choice heavy $7.05
directors.
$7.10
what they consider inferior races, but janything but pure motives) I will
7.60; pigs $77.75; bulls
ccm dieting his work and
Swindled
The Santa he was just
By Soldiers
oc
7.35.
which in the instance of the Spanish- - punch their faces. I also will punch
be
married
to
iments
made
had
arra:ig
the
Rock
Fe,
Island and the El Paso
"
American pioneer settlers of this ter- - the face of the father of the Washing- and
Market
; died.
14,000.
tuat
affianced
h
on
His
Sheep
the
Receipts
day
Southwestern ticket offices in El
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
Native $2.203.2O; western
entiUed to ton girl if he accuses me face to face Paso were worked for
ritory, et least, is
bride received wi rd of his illness and steady.
$2,000
nearly
to
lambs
influence
3.80:
his
I
that
$2.25
every protection, every consideration,
daught- by three members of the Twenty-thir- came here immeaiatiy, Dut reacnea
sought
yearlings $44.90;
222 San Francisco Street
G. LL'PE HERRERA, Prop
::
every honor, for they are the pioneer er in any dishonorable way. I will
her an hour aftefl his death. The Mas-- ; native 4ab.4i; western 4.DUgj.tm.
at
stationed
Fort
Bliss.
infantry,
settlers of the commonwealth.
All admit I have been 'turned down by Two of the men are in
at onic lodge at Clayton, of which Mr.
others came here after them and of several young women, and I don't see Fort Bliss, and the third custody
Herewith are some nargams offered
is in Jail Alyes was a meinber, took charge of
their own volition; the rights ot the anything dishonorable in that, eith at Juarez.
bf taa New Uexica PrlaOng
the remains.
newcomers are merely acquired, white er. Nearly every young man I know
Ceae at Civil Praceiure of the
Paul Doran In Charge Paul Doran
has been 'turned down by girls.' "
citizen-shithose of the
this morning took charge of the PalTerritory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
are fundamental, guaranteed not
ace Hotel which has been purchased
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
The simplest and most logical from William
only by the constitution and the laws,
W.
SarPleaalag forms, $5; Missouri Cods
Vaughn
G,
by
but also by treaty rights and the prior method of settling any factional dis gent and leased to Thomas
now
Pleadjags, $6; 'the two for $10.
Doran,
TEAMS.
THE
STANDING
OF
in
Bernalillo
to
is
it
pute
county
put
rights of settlement and occupation.
lessee of the Montezuma Hotel. Ex.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
to
the
If
two
are
there
up
people.
tensive
of New Mexico, 1889. 1891 and 1903,
to
improvements
are
be
made
rival central committees, let the peo
National League.
'
'
to the Palace Hotel and when finishCOMING BACK.
Won. Lost Pet English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
ple in a plebiscit decide which one
,
ed
will
it
Flexlhh
be
Sheriff's
full
leather'
$3.
thoroughly
and New York ... j
44
72
.621
While the 'cynicism of Elbert Hub they prefer, or if they wish to say;
$1.25;
44
67
..604 Cover Pock't Dockets, single,
bard in the Philistine is generally of "Plague on both of your houses!" and able to accomodate a large number of Chicago ... ..1
New
each.
Pittsburg ... .3. ....70 49 '.588 (two or more books,
the cheapest rhetorical kind and cnoose a third committee to replace people.
CflVA
52
64
.572
by Purchwlot; Walls
Supreme Court Ke ports, woa
amuses only those of shallow minria them. This will not be difficult. When arePreparing for a Treat Santa Feans Philadelphia...)
V IllUUWJ FmrgQ
JO!
Com
for a treat which will St. Louis ...
each.
61
19
55
3
$3.30
and
.526
preparing
Inclusive,
conventhe
for
the
deleates
Orders. Travelers
Done!,;
Mooey
county
and disgusts those who are not moral
61
.465 pllatioa Corporation Lavs, 75 c Comhe understood be theirs Monday and Tuesday night Cincinnati ... ,.. ...53
Chscks
aad
Ordert
Money
Foreign
perverts, yet In the September num- - non are cnosen. Iet
at the Elks theater where "The Man Brooklyn ...
....45 69 .395 pilation Mining Laws, K0 c Moaer's
on Presi- - that such a convention will name a Prom Home" will be
ber, there is a "take-off- "
88
30
.254 Jigest of New Mexico P.eports. full
given by an Al- Boston ...
would any way
dent Roosevelt and the Outlook, that(feW conmlttee- - U.
with custom. Or, If It buquerque company of
American League.
aheea. $R40: tull list annoo! blaaka.
ho. it. nnnHooHn
tuQ
Canada, Mexico
There will be excellent music
s
!
Won. Lost. Pet
and
the players have been well drilled
a
. . .
.
.
with it
If you want anything on earth try
n
Philadelphia ...J... ..77 42 .647
8 If tnere
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH
ack of agreement or con- - under the direction of E. M. Albright Detroit
7
1
.607 r 'ew Mertaao Want Ad.
74
48
5lngC?m.eba,Ckem?raciilg fldence, as to who shall conduct this of Albuquerque. They gave a verv Boston
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58
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"I lma6'ne mat tne election, let the territorial central creditable performance in the Duke
59
. . .A. 63
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60 '.504
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Chicago
to the recall. Says the Philistine:
m
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bers to supervise the election machin- - piay
.500
60
. ....60
Cleveland ..,
Looks Like Another Murder R. E.
"King Kazoo reached the pivotal ery, while the choice is being, made
71
.418
..
...
...51
Washington
point, the pinnacle of success.
He in the contest. Political squabbles are Fields, a ypung man about 28 years St Louis
..35 85 .292
old,
then should have retired from public easily settled when they are referred
employed at Clovls in the Santa
Western League.
View, or else taken ap a line of work at once to the court of last resort; Fe shops, was struck on the head
I
Woa. Lost. Pet.
totally different from that in which they are dangerous only, when rival with a chuck from a lathe by G. W.
as
xt
... I
i
he had been engaged.
political agitators or leaders seek to Cox July 81, and news has come here Denver
e
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1
56
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71
from
...
St.
the
Santa
Fe
Joseph
ettle
them
railroad hospital
without consulting the
"Instead of this, he kept on saying
58
.547
...
at
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.....70
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Topeka where he was taken for
.the same old things in the same old
treatment that death haB resulted. Pueblo ... ... .. ...70 58 .547
way. His scream for civic, righteous64
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Sioux
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City
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six
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1897,
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.391
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He
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60
some
700
old. Word Topeka
and
years
passed
daily, September 15 ' to ' October
but you don't get it by pounding on
the courtkhave passed upon the comes from Plainview that he cannot Des Moines ... .. ...41 86 .322
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25, 191L Inclusive from.
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the table, growing red in the face and
:
validity or construction of a large be found.
yelling for a waiter to fetch it
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of statutes and the revision
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WHERE
Important
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Only a few points shown below.
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For fares to other points and
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the same pitiful way that Jeffries wag iatlve council, was in response to a tract of land in the rear of their Boston at Bro klyn.
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most urgent need. Next to a revi residence property and which fronts New York ai Philadelphia.
over privileges accorded," phone
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Does

No. 14'!3.
Otto Burgen vs. G. W.
gas, the guest If Mayor ;Arthur"Seligm; n. With him is his daughter Miss Ford, from Bernalillo county.
PERSOIUl
No. 1387. James McVeigh, appel-- j
ijeanette Spiesi
The Morning Journal Is indebted' to lant, vs. A. C. Veigh and L. L. Sumfine basket mers and Co., appellees, from Sierra
jSeorge W. Iiickcx for
M. M. H. Dearstyne, the well known
(f apples, caches and plums from county.
salesman, is here from Denver.
No. 1410. Territory ex rel, J. J. Ara-- I
Ifs beautiful orchard in fcanta Fe. Mr.
Mrs. Walter Vt. Davis of Leadville. 1 Ickox arrived yesterday
,from the gon, appellant, v. Board of County '
Colorado, Is visiting friends in the Cipital in his Overland! touring car Commissioners
of Lincoln county.
city.
by Ralph $. Sparks of, This is the famous Lincoln county:
j
George E. Fischer, the well known S.nta Fe. Albuquerque Journal.
seat case.
St. Louis shoe salesman, is at the
Miss Alice C. FleUher at the head j No. 1380. A. Straus, appellant, vs. j
Palace Hotel.
ol the Archaeological institute
ofiw. L. Foxworth from Quay county., j
John H. Sargent, brother of the ter- Anerica, who has been the guest fori No. 1407. James Goode, et a!s., ap-- j
ritorial auditor, is here from El Rlto, th '.past week or. more of Miss Con-- ' pellants, vs. Colorado Investment and
Rio Arriba county.
rai and Miss Olson on Buena Vista Loan Company, from Union county.
No. 1379.
Miss Eleanor McClellan of Xenia, Hc'ghts, left this afternoon for Wash-Ursinus S. Bateman, ap-Ohio, arrived , yesterday to teach in inpon, D. C, terminating a visit pellant, vs. Julius J. Gitts, et al., ap-- j
the Presbyterian Mission school.
whch she declares was a most delight- pollees, trom Chaves county. ;
Samuel Eldodt,'' former territorial fulone.
I
No. 1363, Putney v. Smith.
treasurer Is here from Chamita,' Rio
Rehearing was denied in the famous
line case. In the case
48 stopping at the FOREIGN
fHEAT SHIPMENTS
ArcibrCOuntyr-HWashington
JEXPECTEDLV LIGHT. of Ruppe vs. Weinman, ten days was
ARE
Palace Hotel.
and
.
plvAn ti filo innttnn tnr
Mrs. Caroline E. Otero of Roswell
.w. rphpsrin?
t
ten days thereafter for filing remit
and formerly a resident of Santa Fe Thii Helped lulls in Pit at Chicago
titnr.
Corn and provisions Firm, Oats
where she, has many friends, is at
i
Weak.
the Palace riotel.
Never leave home on a - Journey
Mounted 'Policemen A. A. Sena of
Mexican) j without a bottle
of Chamberlain's
Las Vegas and J. B. Rusk of Chama By Special Lsed Wire to1. Now
With ship- - ,cnc cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
L Sept.
Chicago,
arrived here yesterday and are at the meets
from be Argentine and jc.n lf lg aimost certain to be needed and
Coronado Hotel
both India an Australia lighter than cai;-- ct
be obtained when on board
Mrs. W. D. Shea and Miss Kather- the heat market took the.the cars of gteamshins.
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day on a visit to her home at Laguna,
Large aellyerps gave oats a back- - FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday
Valenci- a- county.
During her ab- set after the tarket had displayed
Phone, 152 Ked.
sence, Miss Pearl Gallaher fills her
sympathy with the bullish tone In
AMAD0
'.. ,
GUTIERREZ, PROP.
;
i
place.'
4
II
rnrn Tlnpm hff Rtflrtprt
Charles A. Spiess, president of the
461-atfell to 45
at
higher
constitutional convention and well and rallied to 4
known attorney, is here from Las Ve- Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
Provisions refected firmness at the
to
12
5c
slles
were
yards. Initial
15c higher, vlth January delivery
16.25 for pork, .15 to 9.20 for. lard
and 8.40' for ribi
i
COTTON. ;
Cotton ppot closed quiet 15 points
higher. Siddling uplands 11.75; Middling gulf 12. Sales 4,800 bales.

CleaiMip Sales

:

Your Patronpe Solicited
1.

STEPHENS. Cashier,
W. E. GtlFFIN, Asst.' Cashier

B. LAUGDLIN,

H. F.

Preside.it

POPLINS

(

1

1

e

Established

1856.

1903.

Incorporated

Advance Showing of
Autumn Models
ff aiTCIl
tRS Received f
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Everybody knows
that these Cele- - ,
brated Corsets are ;
without a peer: : ;

"i

'

!

wm

SELIGf.ll
P.

UUIIII

941-2S5-- 8

RAt'CDV'

O. Box, 219.

Man From
Home."

I

Phone 36
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460,
B. P.O. ELKS,

REAL

OPERA HOUSE,

ESTATE
OF YOUR
BUSINESS

I

,

Monday and Tuesday Evening;,

'J;

September 4th and 5th.

SuretyBohds

LOANS

Reserved Seats, $1.00

O.C.WATSON&CO.
119 San Francisco

- - -

Parlor Market
W.
and Grocery

SUPREME COURT
HAS ADJOURNED.
(Continued From Paga

The place where satisfaction is absolutely
guaranteed. Nothing
but the best the
for sale. We
still adhere to our old
policy first established

On.)

FILIGREE- -

St,

N. M.

HIE

H S.

SILVER

S

CI

FLOUR

Rings, Brooches, Pendants, Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern friends.
-

C. YONTZ,

;

Sa

V AUG HAN RANCH

j

'

Jor the Fishing Season
Best of Beds

Best of Food

"

Patent

(Old Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th

Cold Pure' Spring
No Invalids , v

.

Water .
,

$15

--

.

a Week

X

3

.P. Steed & Son

Carriage& Automobile
--

"

..:

PAINTING

t

CABINET MAKEIS.

I

'

its class.

DONE

Vegetables

Satisfaction Guaranteed".
AH

PAUL P. LACASSAONE
305

Sai Francisco Street.

'

Work Guaranteed.

Phone,

led

fiS

H.

-

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

t

7tblai ra earth
Waat A.

.It

you want
New Hexic&a

TTtv

1

ii

DAILY RECE1PTS0F

.

.

MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PAMTING NEATLY

itiWUi

i

:

to

S.KIIE&G0.

;BlGEverySLAUGHTER!
we
pair

WM. D. ARR1GHI
PROPRIETOR.

Considered.':

Ladies', Men's, Children's
SELIGMAN

SADOLPH

had lawfulli acquired end for

which they had pad a consideration.
These settlers an! occupiers had defended the soil an! the people occupying it it from the tcursions of the Indians. This had ieen done at very
great sacrifice. 1 lawmaking pow
er, confronted wi these conditions

Let Us
I
Deliver for

Your

Ae

might be adverele acquired under sec
tion 2938.
Not since the creltion of the court
I nf
nrivnta Infill c Alma hna nnv nna 1
act, done as much for the security of
Mexico and for
title ty land In N
the protection of Ipanish American
pioneer settlers anc their devisees, as
this decision handei down by the New
Mexico supreme coi rt today.

Other O inlons.
The judgment of I the lower

thl

court
following cases:

k

Water, Electric Lights. Large
Lot with a number of Fruit Trees and Berry
Bushes. Stable and Corral. Just what you
:
:
:
:
:
have been looking for.

Phone Black

No. 52

.

c'

a lai

IS EXTENDED TO ALL

Phode Black

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

A BRICK OF OUR
ICE CREAM

J

Two Colors, 75c Per Brick,
Enough for 8 People

4

&

No. 229

STIFF
I QTVI
CAI
PC INandSTETSON
I I LEO
JTrLL4r'0
SOFT HATS
-- AT-

"Always Reliable"

DRUGGISTS
fttat

Ml-- Mtht.

Phone led 58

Residence

Insurance Agency.

BROS. CO., :

luiciu, whiwi wc oi c vviii
aui
prices so low you cannot airora to oe witnout one.
rcwcivcu

Home

Oood House, City

Sunday
Dinner
BUTT

Ideal

An

.

Now is the time to buy an Electric or Student Lamp
we nave juai
'

.5

DRY

XX

was affirmed 4n

A COKDIAL INVITATION

:tieA'-ii:Trraf!n- s

S$SX3SXXXSSXSXX

I

:'

FURNITURE

BE COMFORTABLE

iAA

and. appreciating
necessity for le
gal protection not tnly from fictitious
claimants but fronfclaimants who had
IT IS OUR LEADER-s- ure
as well, en
long slept on thei
!
is and why? Because acted this statutlnd "thus assured:
to peres possessing land
no better. Flour can ;be protection
described in theiideeds, assurances
devices, in thjr bona fide claims
any and
bought or made
or ownership. Tl legislature therefore, enacted the ftatute in question
price.
and intended to ciate, and did ere- We also have " Diamond Flour," A ate, a right and t Be as to real prop erty acquired in a And grant end proHigh Grade Colorado Millinf that iS 'Med another anljl different rule of
a leader

CARPENTERS

m

SIGN PAINTING
'

-

FIX UP YOUR PORCH

FURNITURE CO,

at

.

X X X X X X X X X X X

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

Kansas City

it

.

Pecos and Mora Rivers,; Holy Qhost,- Willow and Bear Creeks
1
'A
Write Pec
Telepaph Clorieta

XX

CO.

by us of

lf vmi wan fh hcf that!
comes to Santa Fe then
ants
you 'buy our

Boss

THE

&

have in the store

MOST BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS.

H.1-

N. TOWNSEND

by way di conferring title upon the
mar-ketaffor- ds
pioneer egricultural settlers as a reward of ifcnest toll and diligence, in
od faith in the settlement
dicating
and improvement of what was at that
barren and
time a comparatively
Sparsely settled section.
Important Decision.
SWINGS AND PORCH CHAIRS,
v
Judge McFie, in his discussion and
COCO AND DALT0X MATTING
opinion goes back into the land grant
history of New Mexico, saying that
Corn-Fe- d
AXM1NSTER CARPETS
"these grants were dormant and useless until population made settlement
thereon. In the possession of the titBeef, Pork, Mutton,
led grantee (and 'we refer to a mililieS-ME- R
weaktary title) they were a source pf
Veal and Lamb.
ness rather thai
Btrength to he
,
province. PriorAo the enactment (of
the statute) an Increasing number of Home-Dresse- d
Poultry, Fresh
people from year lo year were seeking
SS X 3S X X X X X X X XX
i
unuj p, ,
settlement upon iwese grants
4 If
p
were making use thereof by a civilized TIMI. nUllb dllU TCHCldUlCd
i cultivation.
Transfers of land em-- !
'A
braced within Und grants had been
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS, j
made with coisiderable frequency.
'A
of Oxford Shoes
This is evident frbm the very large BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS..
number of exhib tit in the case at bar.
.
A
The people of this Territory
Not
Satisfactor
if
Refunded
y
were thoroughly fajmiliar with the ex- Money
Must GO AT ANY PRICE, Cost Not
isting conditions ind with the prior
V.
LAUGHLIN
BLOCK,
traditions and pridtice. It was within
Please come In and we will do the rest. Buy now, you
the decade folK4ng the acquisition
Avenue.
214 Don Gasper
A
will surely save half the cost of your shoes.
of New Mexico vn the United States.
setters
were
American and Eiwpean
coming this way. IThe native population was also in teasing and it was
obvious to the fiople and the law
making power, tlit efforts would be
!
made, and such e forts are now being
GOODS CO
made, to disturb irantees, occupiers.
w
heirs and deviseeilin their respective
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
possessions held m written evidence
of title. Possessitp that these claim-

GOLD

!

Our only idea in naming such
prices is to clean up and make
room for FALL ARRIVALS.

7-- 8

.

SANTA FE,

15

.

i ne

INSURANCE

Cents Per Yard

8

.

$

,

2

y

1111

Variety of Colors and DesignsAH Clean,
Bright Stock at the rediculous
,
price of

2

8

o

a

PLAIDS

SCOTCH

;
i

;

We would appreciate
call to show you what
we have.

1

50c values 35c

j

8

QUALITIES
$1.00 to $3.00 i

Patterns

That Popular Dress MaterialBeautiful
All Must Go Below Cost!

iu

iui

$4,00

ro visit our display room and see them.
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Si Louis
Rocky
till

Pacific

Railway

1

am

pm

-

7 30
7 40
05
8 20
35
g
50
" 10
9 86
10 00

-

...

20
25
31
42
49

0
7

2 47
3 07
3 45

20

12
4

00

3 60
8 30
8
8
2
2

One of the most effective plays that
bas wedged its way Into the exclusive circles of baseball is the
play.
As a rule, this performance is negotiated when, with a runner on the
paths, a pitcher gets himself into a
bole by giving the batter three and

15
05
45
25

166
1

Koehler Junction

gPrestou

8 82
8 55

2

Koehler

9 05

30

....

10 15
9 49

48
66

....

3 85

2

Dedman
Oapulln
Vigil
Thompson
Cunnliifcnam
... .Clifton House N.M
Ar
Raton. N. M
I.v
Ar'
.Lv
liatou.N.M
.. .Ollfton House N'M....

1

With Man on First Batter Attempt
to Hit Ball Through Space Left
Vacant by Player Taking
Throw to Catch Runner.

(Read Up)

Lv..De Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo....

0
4
11

2 30

Successfully.

1910

STATIONS

PLAY

Trick Still Worked

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st
Miles

16

EFFLCTIVE

Company,

GENERAL OFFICES
(Read Down)

ONE

&

two.

....

Invariably, the only exception being when a good pinch hitter, such as
Hans Wagner of Pittsburg is at bat
W
am 6 85
S
18
6 27
and with runners on, the safest move
2S
6 17
i
94
45
6 00
.... Is to give the big fellow a free ticket
Ar
and keep his enlarged stick inactive,
pa p m
a twirler will do his best to slip the
(f)onnects ai Colfax with K. P. 4 S. W. Ry, train both North'and'Soatb.
next ball across the pan.
SStatte for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.iM.1
Then it is up to the batter to con,
at 9:00 a. m, dally except
Stage leaves tJte Park, N, M., for KUzabethtown, N
nect, for as the mound worker makes
ndars. Fare fc.uu one way 13.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
0. A S. train leaves Des Mclnea, N, . for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from (the the slightest movement toward the
tb at 4:88 a. m
plate a part of his motion the runner
digs bis spikes and is off for the oth. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
er and more fruitful regions.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. & G. M..
The high sign for this play Is genSuperintendent.
P. Agent,
erally wigwagged when a runner is
on first and the batter has three balls
on him. Then if the next offering is
wide of the batter there is no chance
of tossing out the runner at second,
for he is advanced on the four balls.
If the delivery is over the plate a
connection by the batter probably
means something doing.
As in all other sports, the fundamental principle
of defense is to
ice, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
break up effective plays of this caliMEXICO CENTRAL to Torranca, Tacoca
ber. Ever since the
play
broke into the confines of baseball
much has been offered in the form of
a remedy. But the play is still
THE
worked effectively.
With a man on first it is hard for
the second baseman or the shortstop
to determine whether the runner is
attempting to pilfer the second pillow or whether the signal for a hit- and-ruplay has been passed. That's
where the hitch comes in, and it is
ROUTE
Just this element of uncertainty that
has made the play a success.
The pitcher nine times out of ever
ten, realizes that the play is to be attempted, and yet he has got himself
Far rates and full ioformatioa address
In a hole and is hopeless to mar it
He hopes the batter in his anxiety to
p- hit the ball will misjudge it and
El Paso Texas.
swing wildly, or that his teammates
will rise to the occasion and retire the
runner, probably negotiating a double
play. But a handful of hope doesn't
go a very long way in a baseball
game of the present day.
When a player attempts to steal
second a signal is passed between the
shortstop and second as to who will
take the throw from the catcher. As
the runner digs for the midway either
the short fielder or his mate oh the
opposite side of the cushion, as the
case may be, starts to cover the bag.
4
4
5
6
6
6
6

llOolfax

68

16
43
00

7

Orrososo
Lv
Cimarron
Cimarron
Ar
....Nash
Harlan
Ute Park. N.M... Lv

Ar
Lv

82

8 20
8 02
7 45
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M--
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Prom Santa Fe

JSSiSSZ

Pj

EAST

n

WEST

EUGENE FOX,

Are You Going Fishing

-

? I

I

The Rio Grande protects one
fare for round trip for fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to
the BEST FISHING GROUNDS
IN COLORADO
AND NEW

5!

Ij K0NETCHY HAD TO BE COAXED

;i Star
?!

St. Louis First Baseman Did Not
Want to Leave $12 Job in Candy
8tore to Play Ball.

EJd. Konetchy,
star Cardinal first
baseman, had to be coaxed to quit a
job in a candy store to
play professional ball. Pink Hawley,
old Red player, manager of the La
Crosse team in the Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
league In 1907, was short an outfielder one Sunday, and was told Konetchy
could play. Hawley called Konetchy

MEXICO.
For Further Information Call on or Address,

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,

i W. D. SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe

t

!

ANNUAL

AVIATION

MEET

,

-

EXCITING

HOUSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

Nnttaa

11

i

(

'

Jprtment
' V,
ft Land
?

JOHN B. McMANUS,

far Punllostlnn

Not coal.
of tue Interior,
Office

at Santa

e, N. M.

Ti.1v 01

of Galisteo, N. M., who
'7a
Jrih 9, 1911, made homestead
,
l

1A11

t'Ztice Is hereby given that Jacobo
,

on

entry

for SW 4 of section
3.
ti township 12 N, range 12 B, N. M.
T meridian, has filed notice of inten- jbon to make final five year proof, to
W21-0727-

1--

register or receiver,
at Santa Fe, N. M.,
"c'j the 13tn day of September, 191L
'
Claimant names as witnesses: Pla-C- i
Lopes, Emlterio Leyba, Macario

ji ,noea,
8V- -

-

oeiore

I00

Office

Secretary-Manage-

Ed. Konetchy.

r

out of the grand stand and induced
him to play right field.
Konetchy
made three hits. Hawley told him to
' Notice
for Publication.
report at the park next day for prac
Not coal land,
tice chasing flies. Konetchy said he
department of the Interior,
couldn't; that he had to work. Haw
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ley got Konetchy's boss to let him off
July 29, 1911. a week, and promised the player $12
Notice Is hereby given that Jesue Konetchy didn't go back to work. He
Lopes of Pecos, N. M., who, on July hit over .300 and was bought by the
JO, 1906, made homestead
entrv. No. (dlnala.
for the NB
of Section
'
25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M, P.
Their Condition.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
"There was a lot of firing of pistols
to make final
r
to es In the noisy crowd which collected
tablish claim to the land above de before the policemen came."
v.
"Was anybody hurt?"
scribed, before register or receiver, U.
S. Land Office at Santa
"No, although I understand quite a
Fe, N. M., on
umber were half shot."
the 14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Ja
.'f'i'
sv
cinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
The Right Kind of Rino. ;
Martinez, Bicente Lucero, both of
FatherI rather like the : young
Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales Isa- maa who has been calling her;' he
has vthe right kind of a ring about
bel, of Qlorieta, N. M.
i
9735-0765-

4

five-yea-

L.

--

, ' MANUEL R. OTERO,

:

"

MANUEL

'

glister.

,

1

'

a OTERO,

If the blood U poor asV filled with the
poisons from diieaied! kidneys or inactive
liver, the heart is not only starved but
poisoned as well. There are many conditions due to impure blood such as
dropsy, fainting spells, nervous debility
or the many scrofulous, conditions, ulcers,
' white swellings, etc. All
"
can be overcome and cured by
fever-sore-

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery

This supplies pure blood-- by
icrea8in assimilation and
tone to the whole circulate digestion its heart tonic and a
,ystem.
great deal
more, having an alterative action oi,
,iver
kidneys, it helps to eliminate
the poisons from the blood.
To enrich the blood and increase t;, red blood
thereby feeding
the nerves on rich red blood and doinMway withcorpuscles,
nervous irritability, take
Dr. Pierce s Golden Medical Discovery
do not permit dishonest deaer
to insu.t your intelligence with the just good kind." The "
Discovery "
has 40 years of cures behind it and contains
alcohol or narcotics. Ingredients plainly printed on wrapper.
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Advise ;s sent free on
receipt of
stamps to pay expense of wrapping and mailing
Send 31
stamps

aitj

lt

4

o,.

ortnerrenchlo

one-ce- nt

er-fu-

a mile long.

Speeches were made and
enthusiasm ran high. Judge J. H.
Jackson made the principal address.
C. A. Shlpple and S. W. Gilbert, whose
energetic work secured the railroad,
are being congratulated on every side.

Hotel Arrivals.
v

Palace.

t

Mrs. Caroline E. Otero, Roswell.
Frank Ackerman, Albuquerque.
E. O. Shaw, Chama.
MINES AND MINING.
Joln H. Sargent, El Rito.
F. La Flesche, Pawhawk, Okla.
McKinley County.
Samuel Eldodt, Chamita.
Following is an itemized analysis of
A. C. Higgins, Denver.
a sample of oil taken from the Gallip
M. H. Dearstyne, Denver.
oil field well has analyzed by the CaliC. M. Provine, Boston.
fornia Drug and Chemical Company:
Charles A. Brigham, New York.
Gravity, 26.8'B at 60 feet
George E. Fischer, St. Louis.
Sulphur, 19 per cent.
A. H. Holcomb, Mountainair.
Water and B. S., 13., 13.71 per cent
Montezuma.
by vol.
1 No. engine distilate gr. 48.5, B.
George W. Armijo, City.
Mr. and Mrs. Ulery and Miss Ulery. tem. 105, 150 9.2 per cent by vol.
City.
Kerosine, gr. 41.5, 13.6.
M. W. Patsch, St. Joe, Mo.
Distillation, gr. 38, 17.5.
H. W. Koeneke, Wichita, Kas.
Undertermined (oil distilling above
E. H. Rutherford, San Francisco.
300c) No. 3 distillate, gravity, 32.33;
Mrs. Walter W. Davis, Leadville.
lubricating oils and residium.
Miss R. Schnacke, Topeka, Kas.
ARTHUR R. MASS,
(Signed)
S. C. Hall, Trinidad.
Chemist.
Coronado.
George W. Curtis, Topeka, Kas.
S. Shank, El Paso.
A. A. Sena, Las Vegas.
'
H. Martin, TrinHad.
Scotia.
Nova
James Emerson,
T. Buckingham, Cerrillos.
H. L. Glover, City.
SANTA
A GIRL FRIEND.
M. R, Salazar, Abiquiu.
TO
Of "The Man From Home," to Be
J. B. Rusk, Chama.
Seen at the Elks Monday Night.
Los
AA
GROUND BROKEN NEAR
Diego,
ARTESIA FOR NEW ROAD.
PEN IS MIGHTIER THAN
the Archaeological Institute of AmerSWORD TO ADVERTISE. ica that has the most wonderful col
San Francisco,
First Link in San Diego, El Paso and
lection of Indian and Aztec relics that
St. Louis Railway in Eddy
Parker's Fountain Patent, With Aztec the writer ever saw. As good forCounty.
RETURNING
tune would have it the curator, Dr.
Design Will Tell the World
of anta Fe.
Via
Chapman proved to be an old time
Portland, $68.35
Artesia, N. M., September 1, 1911
Fountain pens now are advertising friend of the writer, so the visit to The
on the San Diego, El
first
Santa Fe.
the institute was made especially en- Paso and ground
Tickets on Sale Daily Until
St. Louis railroad was brok
This was ascertained today by John joyable.
en
near
county,
yester
Artesia,
Eddy
"In one of the rooms the writer saw
N. Zook, the well known druggist who
September 30th.
at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. RETURN
received a letter from George S. Park- a most peculiar design of the early day
LIMIT, OCTOBER 31, 1911
handMessrs.
Courchesne
and
Winters
er, inventor of the Parker Pen and Aztec designing. Upon inquiry found led the
r
Liberal
threw
the first
Privileges.
spade that
head of the company which manufa. it was the 'Emblem of Mystic Power,'
full
of
shovel
every
SANTA
ground.
Nearly
FE
ALL
THE WAY.
tures them. These pens cost as hieh 'The Preserver of Life, 'The guardian
For information, timetables
as $16 and $20 for the wealthy and of springs and streams.' Permission resident of Artesia and vicinity was
was first done,
there are cheaper grtues for the av- - was secured to copy the design and at the spot where work
and
on or adliterature, call
town.
west
of the
The
"
since tnen the writer has had the sil- - several miles
erage businessman aid. student.
dress,
Artesia Cornet band headed the proH.
cession of autos, carriages, buggies
LUTZ,
holder as shown herewith.
i
lows:
SANTA FE, N. JY1.
over
and
cavalcade
the
wagons,
being
"The Aztecs called it 'Awanyu' so
Zook's Phanraty,
we have called it the Awanyu too,
Santa Be, N. M.
I
Gentlemen:
.'style No. 40. It is made In both sterl-Last winter the writer was taking 'nB silver and gold filled. A more
a little vacation trip End had the strange or Deautitui tning it is nam
pleasure of visiting ycjir city. While to imagine. With the many centuries
there he spent son.e ime in the Ar behind Its origin, and the fact that
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
to
Carrying the U. S. mall and pas
chaeological Institute bnd saw the it is supposed to bring good luck and
each
ticket, excess baggage
beautiful and mystical lAwanyu design. long life to its owner, made It an es- sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and at theregular
rate of 15.00 per hundred lba
Permission was steu ed to make a pecially adapted design to use on a Roswell. N. M, connecting with the
We
are
Parker
Pen.
equipped to carry any kind
Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is
copy of this and w h ve since had it
who sees the pen with land
"Everyone
fioun
on
a
of
Toor
Railroads
trunks
and the Atchison,
ain pen holder
reproduced
baggage, up to 1,500 lba
which makes an exc iingly beautiful the strange, mythical characters on It peka ft Santa Fe Railroad.
rates
once.
becomes
in
Its
interested
at
are given tor excurSpecial
it
nun
paointf" fr a
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar
1
n mnnAiifiil nnM rn hnn
e4nnV no
sions, for eight or more passengers.
We are enclosing Jinder separate ! an advertisement alone to interest rive In Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
For further Information, write the
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m.,
cover a copy of Side Talks and would j
possible buyers."
in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
ime 10 nave you iook it over, and especially turn to Page and notice the
Local Showers Yesterday and tofree write up the writ r has taken the
day were again halcyon days of fleetliberty of giving Santi Fe. There are ing summer. The maximum tempera
three thousand of tb se being circu- ture yesterday was 80 degrees, the
lated throughout the orld so you can minimum last night 53. degrees. The
see your city will e prominently
relative humidity 22 per cent. For
brought to the notiot of this number tonight and tomorrow, showers are
of dealers.
predicted for northwestern New Mex
Under the circumsl inces we would ico, but generally fair over the rest
naturally like very m ich to have you of the territory.
ERY LAWYER AND
selling the Parker Pe is and the next
time the writer visi s your
city he
hopes you will be a ustomer for the
Parker Pens. Will yi i not arrange it

-
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EXCURSIONS
FE

San

Angeles, (M
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Stop-Ove-

S.

Agt.,

i

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL,

i

'

N. M

1

G 30. S. PARKER.
The Writ iUd.
The write up to njhich Mr. Parker
refers is in a nest rochure entitled
"Side Talks" and )f which 3,000
copies were printed for distribution
to dealers over f)e entire WORLD.
inis is what Kr.I Parker says of

BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
be raced Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct
This stake' was sriven bv the BLACk.
WELL'S UUKrlAAl TOBACCO CO.

EVERY DAY

TTur(MEARjI

The Journal declares that "The Man
From Home" set a standard which
other amateur players will find difficult to reach.

this aiay be dotiu?
Anticipating the pl isure of hearing
from you and looking orward to
pleasant business relatioi 3 with you we
'
;
are,
.'..
Yoarsv y truly, .'
THE PAE CER PEN CO.

of International Repute will thrill the crowd
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13

BASEBALL

"The Man From Home" which vi ill
be produced here Monday and Tuesday nights it the Elks theater for tMe
benefit of the Elks has been a
success in the Duke Cijy
which is furnishing the players. 4f
the performance
given there
week the Albuquerque Journal sa.'t:
"The cast was extremely well i
the scenic effects were oi a
as
magnificent scale; the music
It would indeed be diffii lit
superb.
to say in a few words tho many
ce
things that might be said of tie ci ';v-e- r
acting of the players. Mr. Elw od
Albright as 'The Man from Ho ie,'
l
was splendid, portrayinf in a ma:
manner the characer of a i ost
respectable gentleman from Koliimo
who was too patriotic to- take, k uch
interest in the affair of foreigners
until forced to do so by a remarkable
'am of circumstances which contained wit, humor and patios.
"Mr. Albright as le'rfing man was
brilliantly supported by Mrs. Edna
Metzgar, who madeher debut last
night as a successful and accomplished actress in the chjracter of Ethel,
a rich American gir. Mr. Albright
and Mrs. Metzgar di perhaps their
finest bit of acting jut before the final curtain when 'The Ian From Home'
had the happiness d not only winning his 'dream gii, but also of
hearing her sing aid play 'Sweet
Genevieve.'
These talented young
people were enthusiastically applauded every time they sppeared on the
stage, for their cleverness, realistic
depiction of the characters, and most
of all for their natujalness."
For the other plajers, there was
also warm praise esieciall;' for Miss
Dolores Huning who played the role
of Madame de Champigni, the French
comtesse and as such she lud a most
pleasing French accent. Jiiss Ethel
A. Hickey as Lady Creech, scored
with her line "Don', mumble
'; your words."
Former Santa Feans were ilso seen. '
These were Misses Anita and Romana
Baca figuring to excellent advantage'
in a sextette which was encored: again
and again.

so

" Birdmen "

$1,000

Players

A1ST)

1, 1911.

STOCK A P D,

MANAGE

Law OFFICER

HOLIDAY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque; Oct

CURTIS

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

J W

OR

THE PEOPLE'S

Plays

M.

'

Register.

Daughter Oh, father, did yoayeee
Was it a solitaire T Smart get ,.

ttt

santa Fe:
11
"Last winter ths w :Iter took a little
thei
Wi st.
trip through
Among the
stops made was at Santa Fe, New
Mexico. This is 'cer ainly one of the
trues worth vlsitlrg.
it is claimed tiat the city is the
ciaest. in tne Unfcdj States. History
shows that the cltr was originally Inhabited by a ve$ civilized race of
Indians several indred years ago.
The Spaniards Who controlled the
territory hearing! if the city, and of
its richness in tld and silver and
jewelry marched? mon the city and
for hundreds of
captured it. It
yrars been practfeally a Spanish city
ana is today.
I
"The quaint lttle mules loaded
with fire wood Mig driven down
from the forests it the mountain, and
having still stramer looking drivers
with their tall, pointed straw hats
ana turned up fine are every day

is

sights.

t

"Don't think for a moment that
this class constitutes the entire popu
lation. Nothing coild be more erron
eous. They are nerely. a part. of ; a
very interesting wiole. '
,
"Fine stores am such courteous
and polite attendants cannotut Impress the strange- - within its gates,
makes one long to return for another
visit. O, yes, inleed, Parker Pens
'
are sold there.
I
"There la in thie wonderful old city
'

:

NEEDS THEM

SHE GOT

WHAT SHE
WANTED
This Woman Had to Insist

Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering
the Decisions and Opinions of the
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909 and 1910

Now from the Press,
PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID

Strongly, but it Paid

111.
" I suffered, from a f
weakness and stomach trouble,
ana x went to .the
store to get a bottle
of Lydia E. Pink,
ham's Vegetable
Compound, but the
clerk did not want
to let me have it
ho said it was no
good and wanted me
to try something
else, but knowing
all about it I insisted a ad finally
pnt it. and T am an
;
giaa x aia, lor u nas cured mo.
"I know of so many cases where wo.
menhave been cured by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound that J can
say to every sulfering woman if that
medicine does not bolp her, there is
nothing that will.w Mrs. JakxtzkI.

Chicago,

St, Chicago, IlL ?
This to the age of substitution, and
women who want a cure should insist
upon Lydia E. Pinkham'8 Vegetable
Compound just as this woman did, and
not accept somethingelse on which the
druggist can make a little more profit.
Women who are passing through this
critical period or who are Buffering

VOLUMES

Mnnm'c&

iUUliey

UlgeSl

Covers Vofaines I to 9 Inclusive,
fnct
Postpaid

$5.00,

DERDEN'S DIGEST
Price $7.50, Postpaid

Missouri Code Pleadings,

$6.17, Postpaid
Foras for Missouri Pleadiif

:

;:

Price

.

$5.17,

Postpaid

COMPILED LAWS 1897

8068 Arch

from any of those distressing ills peculiar to their sex should not lose sight
of the fact that for thirty years Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
which is made from toots and herbs,
has been fiie standard remedy for fe.
male ills. In almost every community
yon will and women who have been
restored to health by Lydia E. Pink,
ham's Vegttable Compound.

TO 14 IN STOCK

1

SESSION LAWS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
IS99, 1931,

If 93,

19, 1987,

1909

FOR SALE BY THE

!IEV
,1

'

H

MEXICAI1
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The Little

! Marquis
By LOUISE HEIBIFIELD

(Copyright,

1911,

by Associated
Prcoa.)

Literary

"It is perfectly safe, Flo, don't be a
'
ninny."
Miss Cameron went on packing her
suitcase placidly.
Over on the windowseat sat Flo,
the picture of trouble and foreboding.
"It's not all right. You know yourself what Jack told us not take the
Mariposa stage. It's not fifteen miles
from the penitentiary, and they haven't caught these men yet Leslie,
I think it's actually selfish of you to
insist on the trip just purely because
you're starved for adventure."
"Then stay here, and come over the
other route Saturday. I'll wait for
you at Mariposa."
Flo looked up with a sudden inspiration.
"It's not love of adventure. You're
bound to go on this stage because
the Marquis is going. I heard him
tell you so at dinner last night. Leslie! And you almost , engaged
to
Jack."

,

Leslie finished her
Composedly
packing, closed and locked her suitcase.
"Love of adventure, dear.
Surely
the Marquis is an adventure all by
his lonelies, isn't he?"
Flo started to say something very
forcible, but words failed her. She
set her teeth, and banged a couple of
books into a corner, then rose resolutely, and began her own packing.
Tbey had been traveling west from
Denver for the past month, taking
the trip by easy stages, over the most
picturesque route. At the coast they
were to pick up the other members of
the party, and his mother, and some
ccusins fromJWta Barbara. They
had parted frfcrlfthem at the Springs,
and gone on together, as it was their
first trip through the west And then
bad come the Marquis.
They met him first at Pass
He was not as tall as Leslie,
nor as handsome as Jack, but there
was an lndescrible air of distinction
about him, of differential courtesy
which set him apart from the happy
free and easy crowd at the summer
hotel on the mountain top. He did
not mix with the common crowd of
tourists, but had seemed attracted at
once to Leslie. The girls had left
the Pass with some regret, but at the
next stopping place, the Marquis appeared a day after their own arrival.

rising.
"I regret It much, most sweet one,"
smiled the little Marquis. "I must
have those pearls.
I think you for
a most Joyous journey, and will take
a kiss for memory."
Leslie's hand had reached into her
little leather handbag. Suddenly she
whipped it out and it held a Bmall,
very neat revolver that Jack had given her. And while the men in the
coach stood with hands up, and the
driver lay wounded, Leslie Cameron
lived up to her good Virginian blood,
and shot squarely at the man before
her.
They arrived late, but Jack was
there to meet them. The news had
traveled faster, as they had had to
procure another driver. He looked a
bit warm, but hesitated not a bit
when he saw the girls. And neither
did Leslie. Most willingly did she go
to him.
"Where are the pearls V he asked
as he released her.
"Around my neck.
I never part
with them when I am traveling," she
smiled back. "He thought they were

the suitcase."
"Where is he?" asked Flo, happily.
"They took him away as soon as we
In

reached Ricadino."
"I am mighty glad to announce
that tbey have him safe up at San
Quentin," said Burrows heartily.
"How sad for a marquis," said Leslie, thoughtfully.
"A Marquis? My dear girl, little
Juan Risto was a waiter along the
lower California coast for years until he got the raiding fever, probably
from an overdose of tips He has the
foreign manner to a T, has't he? I
remember him well over at the San
Bernandino restaurant
Leslie, I'm
surprised at your taste for nobility."
He laughed, and took her hand in
his. Flo pretended not to see, but
smiled wisely all by herself. All Leslie said, was just this:
"I'm sorry, Jack, but surely I got
even."
"You sure did. They say he will
travel with a clipped ear the rest of
his life, and a shoulder that won't
work right."
"He wanted something to remember
mo by," said Leslie, contentedly. "And
he got it."

OBJECTED TO "GOLD PENNY"

Mag-dalen-

The ftage Came to a Halt.
That was the night when Leslie had
decided to wear her very prettiest
gown at dinner, the one she was reserving for 3anta Barbara and the
Burrows family, It was a lovely violet tinted crepe de chine, and with it,
she wore the famous Cameron pearls,
the only Jewels she had brought west
with her. That evening they had met
the Marquis. He was most properly
presented by stout Mrs. Carle, the senator's wife, who had been in the same
as the girls.
party
"My dear, he Is charming and a
marquis. Absolutely
irreproachable,
so Stanley tells me. No. Stanley had
not met him before today. They became acquainted a men will, you
know, and Stanley brought htm to me,
and he begged to meet you. 80 there
you are. Believe me, his heart lies at
your feet."
That was all, except that wherever
the girls had traveled thereafter, the
Marquis had appeared on their trail.
The stage left the hotel Pt 7 that
morning, and the girls took an outside
seat For miles they rode steadily
upward through the mountain pass,
and the Marquis sat beside Leslie,
talking to her In the slow, interesting
way he had. Flo, Indignant, and pre-

English Merchants Set Themselves
Against Coin That WasMinted
In 1227.

The most valuable penny ever coined in Great Britain was the gold penny of Henry III. On Aug. 16, 1227, a
writ dated at Chester was issued commanding the mayor of London to proclaim in that city that "the good
money which the king had caused to
be made should be Immediately current there and elsewhere within the
realm of England in all transactions
of buying and selling at the rate of
20 pennies of sterling (1. e., 20 silver
pennies) for every gold penny."
The time, however, was by no
means favorable for the Issue of
so much
pieces of a denomination
higher than had previously been
known. Accordingly, the city of London petitioned against these coins, and
the king issued a proclamation that
no one should be obliged to take them.
The coins, nevertheless, continued to
be current, and in 1265 their value
was raised from 20 to 24 pence; probably equivalent In purchasing power
to
2 of today.
It is unlikely that any great number of these coins was ever struck.
It is probable that, by reason of
their high value they would soon be
melted down, for they were of pure
gold without alloy of any kind. The
collectors of today know of only three
or four specimens.
One of these was
sold for more than $200, another for
$700 and another for $1,000. Harper'a
Weekly.
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ADVERTISING

One of Chicago-DetroWorld'e
Championship Games Miner Brown
Outguessed Slugger.
it

.-

PROBERT

-

-

New Mexico

A COMPANY

Investments

Lar ds, Mines, Bonds & 8toc!s.
Santa Fe Chapter Nc.
Money Loaned for Investors
Regular
We have for sale general stocks of
convocation second
Retail Lumber Yard
Monday of each month Merchandise,
at Masonic Hall a' and other BusinebS Opportuniiiei
throughout Taos county.
7:30 p. m.
Bank References Furnished
JOHN H. WALKER.
New Mexico.

H. P. Taos,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Comn.ander
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday In each month at
Masonic

at

Hall

p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,

W. E. GRIFFIN,

7:36
E. C.

hecorder.

DR. C. M. RILEY,
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKHIep's
Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 133.

Santa Fe lodge of
M. DIAZ,
DR.
Perfection No. 1, 14th
CAPITOL
PLACF
AcAncient
and
degree.
RESIDENCE,
cepted Scottish Rite of
Phone, 21 6 Red
Free Masonry meets on OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

J.

the third

Monday of each month
7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaia.
Visiting f cotiBh Rite Masons are cordially Invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.

at

Phone, 220 Black

OFFICE HOURS,

HENRY F. STEPHENS,

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds

its regular session 011
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth
ers are inviteo and
J. D. SENA,

Genito-l'rinar-

32

Secretary.

welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

1

to 3 P. M.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

Venerable Master

M.

D.

Diseases.

y

THE WASSERMAN & NOGUCH
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given op
application.
State Nat. Bank Bid., Albuquerque N M

WAN
FOR RENT
house.
John Pflueger, the shoe man,

See

Independent Order ef Beavers.
FOR RENT, large sunny front room,
Santa Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. hold
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings close to Plaza. Apply New Mexican.
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
FOR SALE Modern
ers are always welcome.
house on Read Avenue. Inquire P.
GEO. W. P RICHARD.
President Hesch.
C. J. NEIS,
FOR RENT Six rnomed brick cot.
Secretary.
tage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
FOR SALE Must sell horse and
2879.
on account of health.
Brotherhood
of buggy cheap,
a

elght-roome-

American

Yeomen

Apply New Mexican.

Meets
Second
As I am leaving the city next Wedand Fourth Thurs
I will sell my motor cycle
Delgado's nesday,
days,
Hall. H. Foreman, cheap. T. M. Victory phone Red 205.
C. G. Richie, Cor.
FOR SALE Three piece parlor set,
Sec. Mrs. Daia?
early English, upholstered in Spanish
Farmer.
leather, good as new. Inquire Palace

y

Santa Fe Camp
A.
M.
W.

meets second Tuesday each month, ae
cial meeting tUrd
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Viating neigh

rie delivered a ball
could bunt with the great- GREAT LITTLE SCHEME, NOT?
Scenery of Ohio to be Wonderfully
Improved (?) With Big Advertising Signboards.

La.

1, R. A. M.

Cobb,

He actually invited
Cobb to make the play that seemed
so advantageous to Detroit.
But with the ; delivery, Brown
dashed from the pitcher's box to a
position on the foul line halfway between third and home. It was exactly where Cobb dropped' his perfect
bunt from the perfect pitch.
So
Brown swooped on the ball and drove
it to Steinfeldt, forcing out O'Leary,
who was speeding from second to
third. So astonished were the Tigers
at this magnificent outguessing of
Cobb that Crawford, mulling over the
play at second base was caught on
a throw by Catcher Kling.

-

Santa Fe

CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.

that Cobb
est accuracy.

,

'
bors welcome.
L. G. WHITTIER,
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

hotel.

FOR RENT Beautifully
furnished
modern
house, fine rugs,
piano, all complete. Very reasonable
to right party. Mrs. Dudrow, 238 Agua
eight-roome-

Fria

St

m

V

i

'

-

'

'

-

Tex Jones is to get another tryout
with the Sox.
The Pirates hare adopted a black
cat as a mascot.
: Nap Rucker Is after Grover Alexander's strikeout record.
Maybe Tenney believes in taking
the old ones and making them new. '
Billy Sullivan's throws to second
Show the old man still has a whip.
Pitchers ought to be striking their
stride about this time of the year.
Christy Matthewson is the only star
who does not occasionally give flashes
of form.
Athletics do not relish the old
style baseball served up by James
J. Callahan.
s
Hal Chase recently had 21
at first base In nine Innings. The
record is 22.
Glannlni is the name of a San
Francisco college boy signed by Bos,.
ton. He
Keefe of the Reds has the Jinx on
the Giants. He has beaten them
three games this year.
Stuffy Mclnnis is a real live wire on
first He stops everything that comes
his way and digs up a lot of low
throws.
.
8tungv
He's lost his faith In his fellow man
And the reason whyla plain.
He ordered soup on the a la carta plan.
But 1t looked far more like rata.
put-out-

Cobb.

-

,

'
His Style."tare,1 Gump, you should Introduce
erre dietetics into your family life,
ror instance, does yew husband eat

f ro

.

jfrKatyr.
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third-bases.-

Waiting for It
"Is that volume of year poems print-

..'

ed yetr
"No, not yet"
"I wish there was some way vi
V " ,
mvrymg 4t up." ?
--

--

asms

to as

U3n, I'm Marly
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EASTERN GENTLEMAN of refinement and good character, would like
A company has been organized at
,
to correspond with young ; lady of
Columbus to erect guide posts at all
Spanish descent R. Hamilton,
the principal crossroads 'in Ohio
New Mexico.
Santa Fe Camp No.
upon which will be fastened sign6673, R. N. A. meets
boards ten feet high and three feet
fourth Tuesday of WANTED to rent, by small family,
wide to be used for advertising pureach month; so- at once or any time up to October
poses.
cial meeting third first, a modern five or
Great scheme, isn't it? comments
Tuesday at Elks' house with improvements. Address
the Danville (111.) News. The apS M. C, in care of New Mexican ofHalL
pearance ' of these boards along the
neighbors welcome fice.
country roads will, no doubt, be hailed
NETTIE VICKROY,
with delight by farmers, automobilists
Oracle.
OPPORTUNITY is simply the ap
and travelers generally.
They will give a piquant touch to FLORENCE RISING,
plication of energy to every day
Recorder.
rural scenery that will Immeasurably
as they arise. We .pay blf
Increase Its attractiveness. It will be
commissions, advance cash, teach
so pleasant to have these boards dart
salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
out of the woods and hit you in the
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
Conditions are favorable. Write for
with
a
ad.
Bilof Bylesby's
eye
green
terms.
Salem Nursery
Company,
ious Bitters, a pink ad. of Smith's FurSalem, Oregon.
niture Palace and a yellow ad. of
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Tea!
TYPEWRITERS.
As an advertising medium the crossHOLT oV SUTHERLAND
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
roads signboards will be simply great
Attorneys-at-Laplatena furnished. Ribbons and sup
In order that the various ads. shall
as
plies.
in
Practice
Distrl
Court
t
Typewriters sold, exchanged
tje
surely be read it is planned to bury well as before
the Supreme Court 01 and rented. Standard makes handled.
among them the names and distances
All repair work and typewritea guarof towns, so that the traveler will be the territory.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExLas Cruces,
New Mexico. anteed.
,
compelled to hunt for them.
change. Phone 231.
This little trick may cause some
C. W. O. WARD
annoyance, and may make him mad
Hay Fever, Asthma and Summer Colds
if he is in a hurry, but that of course,
Territorial District Attorn y
doesn't matter much so long as he For San Miguel and Mora Counties Must be relieved quickly and Foley 'a
reads the ads. He will get over his
New Mexico Honey and Tar Compound will do
Vegas,
E. M. Stewart', 1034 Wolfram St, Chipertubatlon after awhile, and by the
"I have been greatly
cago, writes:
time he reaches the next nearest town
E. C. ABBOTT
troubled during the hot summer
be will, no doubt; feel just like going
Attorney-at-Lato a drug store and buying a bottle of
Practice in the District and eu months with Hay Fever and find that
Humer'ms Epigastric Accelerator or
by using Foley's Honey and Tar ComCourts.
preme
Prompt and careful pound
I get great relief." Many ofoeri
dropping in at Martin's Meat Market
to
attention
all
business.
given
and getting a piece of corned beef for
who suffer similarly will be glad to
Banta
New
Mexico
Fe,
Sunday's dinner.
benefit by Mr. Stewart's experience,
For sale by all druggists.
G.
W.
PRICHARD
Advertising as Money 8aver.
and
Law
at
Counsellor
The greatest possible testimony that
Attorney
Practice in all the District Court-an- d
advertising is an economy to the consumer is the fact that the great ma
gives special attention to cases
jority of woman purchasers of the before the Territorial Supreme Court
world favor advertised goods. Women Off ce: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe. N. M
are acknowledged to be good buyers.
If they felt they did not receive full
HARRY O. MOULTO'l
value for their money, in advertised
goods, they would, not buy them.
LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
No Temptation.
Attorney-at-La"I don't Indulge In. games of chance,'
19-2- 2,
Said William Finn.
1911.
The reason why we'll now advance-- He
couldn't win.
, One and one-fif-th
Santa Fe, N. It,
fare
for round trip, on cer- - ,
. Dark
Outlook,
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
tificate plan, from all
"I see a ' North Dakota man has Land
Claims and Contests a Specialty
;
points in New Mexico,
patented a hammer with a loop of
providing: there are 33
metal under the face of the head in Chan.
"
F. Eaeisy.
Chas. R. Eaaley
or more in attendance.. -- J
which a nail can be held for starting
EASLEY 4 EASLEY.
It into place without danger of smashingDates of Sale, September 17 1 22
Attorneys at Law.
-the
user's fingers," said the Joke
Practice In the courts and baton
writer's wife,
letiro Limit, Sept. 25,
"The first thing yon know," saM Lead Department
and
Land
examined.
titles
grants
H.
the Joke writer, with a long face,
LUTZ; AGENT,
ra.rl.ltW braaefc OCioe
"they'll tears nothing tor us fellows
1
N. M.
SANTA
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H. H. DORM AX,

Bun-yan'-

bunt and everyone knew Detroit would
have three on base.
If Cobb rolls the ball along the
third base line, It is almost Impossible
to put him out, his speed is so great
Brown, the Chicago pitcher, knew this.
The stereotyped play' would have been
to pitch Cobb a ball that he would
have difficulty in bunting. So Brown,
with remarkable nerve, planned to
Certainly
"Pa, is it true that a rich man can-ho-t
enter the kingdom of heaven?"
"I think it is,"
la that why they always leave It
behind them?"

ahow

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land

MASONIC.
New Mexico.
Taos,
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
H. L. ORTIZ,
Regular communiand Counsetlor-at-LaAttorney
cation first Monday
Practicing before all the courts o
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at the Territory.
7.30.

.

roof-ridg-

Hsnpeck You ought to be a
,
a
landscape arttat '

Talks

Nathan C. Fowler, the famous Boston advertising expert, believes that
simplicity in words, sentences, statements and description is the great
need in advertising.
He says:
"Advertising, like everything else,
has a number of great needs, and
nobody knows its greatest need. It is
still in the back yard of progress, and
getting nearer to the center of the
house every day.
" 'If there is a
'greater need,' it is, I
think, that of plain and simple simplicity, the use of common words, understandable
and statesentences,
ments and descriptions, which not only
appeal to the reader, but give him a
fair Idea of what the advertiser is
talking about.
al"Advertising is a commodity,
though it does not appear to be so
considered by more than half of the
advertisers, who fill their advertising
and
3pace with erratic sentences
meaningless Illustrations.
"I have always labored under the
impression that the object of advertising was, preeminently, to sell goods
either directly or Indirectly. If this
be the case, then it would appear obvious that good advertising is simply
a printed argument, briefer, yet similar to that used by a successful salesman.
"Think of the salesman who, when
trying to sell a breakfast food to a
retailer, using such an expression as
"I love my mamma, but oh, you skidded wheat Jumper.' Verily, he would
lose his job. Yet, this sentence appears in nearly every magazine.
"Imagine, if you can, a shipping
clerk, who addresses packages with
a form of lettering like some of the
type faces we Bee in leading magazines.
"A salesman may be genuinely
witty, but he never uses humor when
describing his goods.
"The good salesman always gets
down to business.
"Many of the advertisements try to
get business by getting away from
business.
"I would suggest that these advers
tisers read "Robinson Crusoe,'
'Pilgrim Progress,' 'Franklin's
Autobiography,' and the 'Old Farmer's
Almanack.'
"It will do them a mighty lot of
Martin O'Toole, Sensational St Paul Twlrler.
good.
"Simplicity is art.
Says the sporting editor of the St. time, and when he says that OToole
"The fool is always erratic and comPaul Dispatch: "We are In receipt holds the record with his seventeen plicated."
of a letter from John B. Foster, editor "whiffs" we are ready to believe him.
of the Spalding baseball publications, Mr. Foster first informed F. H.
in which he shows us where we were
manager of the St. Paul SpaldOne thing first of all must go
wrong when we announced that Marty ing store, that in quoting the record
into a good advertisement
viO'Toole had tied up Rube Waddell's as given in the Moreland book we
tality. Otherwise, It Is like
strikeout record of seventeen.
Mr. were wrong, and then he followed up
twenty-fou- r
hours
champagne,
Foster points out that Waddell's mark with a letter to us, informing us that
uncorked.
Unless your adverwas sixteen, and that In modern base- the official scores of that
game in
tising appeals to the reader's
ball no pitcher in Class A or big which Waddell established his mark
eye, the claims
league baseball has ever gone higher gave Rube credit for sixteen strikeyou may make fall like para-ble- d
than seventeen. Mr. Foster is a recog- outs. That settles it O'Toole is
seeds upon a stony glance.
nized authority on the national pas-- king."

-

-
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Simplicity In Words, Statements and
Description of First Importance In
Publicity Work.
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A striking example of a pitcher outguessing the batter is afforded In one
of the Chicago-Detroi- t
games for the
"Firing" Photographs.
world championship, says the Outing.
In
Leboyer,
France, trying to solve The Tigers came to bat In the fourth
the problem of how to make photo- Inning with the score 2 to 0 against
graphs permanent and free from all them. Both teams were playing close
change, has resorted to the plan of
from the opening Inning it had been
"firing" them In a furnace upon en- conservative baseball, with no daring
ameled stone. It Is found that the chances. O'Leary, the chunky
Debest stone for the purpose is the ba- troit shortstop, led off with a single
salt found In prisms in the extinct and big Crawford followed with anvolcanic district of central France. other. O'Leary was
stopped at secThis rock, which is extremely hard ond.
receives the enamel
and
It looked like a Detroit rally, and
without cracks. The photographic the crowd was stamping its feet and
film is deposited upon the enameled
uttering Joyous howls. Cobb danced
surface, and, after the photograph has up to the plate with his confident
been made, it is fired until the image swagger. Everybody knew he would
becomes unalterably Incorporated in

Discouraging the Crows.
great number of 334,700,000
needles were imported into Chungking, China, in 1910. These needles
are put to a strange use. It is customary to ornament the center of the
e
of a Chinese house with an
elaborate decoration usually in the
form of a design embodying the character "fu," meaning "happiness," and
to prevent this being damaged by the
crows, large numbers of needles are
tuck, point outwards, into the plaster
while it is still soft. The crows, one
occupied, listened.
Somehow, she is inclined to think, must have entirecould not like him, and to think of
ly given up associating the character
dear, lovely Leslie falling a victim to a "fu" with "happiness."
title. She wondered what their father would say. If only they could
reach Santa Barbara, Jack might be
able to turn her back.
Just behind her a couple of men
' were
talking, and something they said
"Escaped from San Quentln, yes,
four, last week, r They shot one a
few miles from here. The others are
In hiding. Pretty desperate by now,
without food or money for escape.
Understood to be part of Risto's band,
Rlstb, the Mexican, price on his head,
refugee since the war ended. Came
north, and lived by raids."
The stage came to a sudden halt
at a sharp turn In the road Below
them was the canon, with almost perpendicular walls at this point The
driver sprang down,
"Boulders across the road,"
he
catted out "It's the raiders. 1 reckon."
,
Almost aa.he spoke four men sprang
from the underbrush and leveled rifles at the passengers. The Marquis
very quietly reached down after Let'
ena-wu- es
ite su?-- v
tt oter tor
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FRIDAYS-SEPTEMBE-

The gains or in
would say anything of their plans or it vas $1,424,435.
WALL STREET TAKES
crease are most remarked in the fol
THREE HOLIDAY8. intentions prior to the meeting.
PHI1HF 97
MflNF 59
lowing items:
Hope for Peaceful Settlement.
Grazing lands $115,634; city and
Chicago, Sept. 1. A report that an
Operations Were Largely Confined to
employment agency on the south side town lots $6,124; improvements on
an Evening Up Nature and
household
had signed 500 strike breakers for mines, $31,400;
goods
Stocks Advance.
You will have to excuse us if we sret tiresome on the auestion of
decrease is seen in the
immediate use on the Harriman Hnea $3,174.
Home-grow- n
New
we
were
Mexico
in
raised
and
Products, but
in the west was brought to the atten-- i following items: Agricultural lands
see why NATIVE MbATS are not as good as what comes from Fort
$7,500;
tQOk on a nolJday character today, the tion of the labormen today but they j $3,326; electric lighting plants,
goats
cattle $22,408; sheep $4,316;
ivansas vity meats, u you nave io live in a intending three days suspension ol aeciinea to comment on it.
worm, lexas,
worth or Chicago. Any business, confining operations largelj The labor chiefs profess to still $7,541.
town, boost the town, not Kansas City,
we are going to give you some prices on NATIVp t0 an evening up nature. Room shorts hope for a peaceful settlement of
way, for
j
PHYSICIAN SHOOTS WIFE
MEATS that will make the Beef Trust look sad.
who did not care to keep open con their differences.
OVER BREAKFAST TABLE.
A Long Session.
representative
bought the
tracts,
I
stocks on a risijig scale, and the bulls At one o'clock this afternoon tha
Himself Tragedy Enact- perceiving the demand, pushed prices conference was still in session and The"
ea in a Los Angeles Home
!un whenever cossible so that a num- - nothine had been eiven out in regard!
This Forenoon.
jber of leading issues established ad to the proceedings.
vances of a point or more. U. S. Warning by Chamber of Commerce. (By Special Leasa Wire to Tfew Mexican)
Boiling Beef, 5 and 7c lb
Los Angeles, Calif.; Sept 1. Dr.
Steel made up nearly all of its divi
Denver, Colo., Sept. 1. The. Den- Walter Owen Ryan, said to have been
11-came
the
off
which
of
dend
&
10
12
Pot Roast,
lb
ver Chamber of Commerce yesterday a wealthy
Steaks
physician, formerly of
price of the stock today. The govern- adopted resolutions urging the shop Springfield,
111.
shot and killed his
awaited
was
iment report on cotton
employes of the Union Pacific and a wife and then committed suicide at
Rolled Ribs of Beef, 15c lb
' with Interest but fluctuations
in the number of other railroads
to
"again
their, home here today.
rnmmoditv itself were narrow. The
(No bone)
seriously the questions in- - j
Unbalanced Mind.
j
'j declaration of the usual quarterly divl- consider
'
volved and refrain from precipitating
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 1. Dr.
removOhio
and
on
dend
Chesapeake
a contest in which their position might Ryan shot his wife while the couple
led doubt on this score and induced not be
were at breakfast
supported by public opinion."
Two young sons
to
nn
conr
tha stock
tin vino. nrttrli
SUP
W.
who were upstairs heard the shots
72
Active selline of Toledo. St
BE
and found the body of their mother in
. . . 15c
15c Louis and Western preferred, depress CONVENTION WILLHELD
Legs,
Chops,
MONDAY. the hallway and their father bent ov11 two Pints tut a number of usu- ed
l-3 for lbs 25c
12
Stew,
Shoulder,
er the breakfast table, dead.
ally inactive siocks or ws ciass bcup
Continued from Page One.
C. D. Ryan one of the boys, toM the
ed notable advances,
police his father recently had shown
Bonds were firm, Wabash 4's and
has a net gain of assessable property signs of an unbalanced mind. His
American Tobacco 4's showing decid- this
year of $105,443. The tax roll mother visited a lawyer yesterday for
ed strength
in 1910 was $1,318,992 and in 1911, advice.
12 L2c
15c
Stew, .
Roast, .
Closing Quotations.
.
15c New York, Sept 1. Amalgamated
20c
Steak,
Chops, .
54
Suear ex div 1131-4- : Atcnison
104
Great Northern pfd. 122
DCAC SEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
Northern
New York Central 1031-4- ;
IT
3
I grow only the best and
variPacific 1161-2- ; Reading 1421-8- ; SouthUnion Pacific
eties, and they are especially fine now. No such Peas have
ern Pacific 1091-2- :
Steel pfd
167
Steel, ex div. 69
heretofore been shown in Santa. Fe.
Something fine and look at the pricei.
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" UNCLE SAM "
Inspects all the BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell.
;

We Buy

the Best K.

C.

Meats.

F. Andrews

Phone

j

F

Sirloin
Porterhouse
Round
Hamburgh

l--

Phone No. 4.

No.

4. !

'

1

4

1

-

Turquoise, Laveliers,
Amethysts,

Opals,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
IN

;Xe

recommend Waltham Watches
ecause we believe them to be the
best. Our stock offers a wide assortment of

GOLD AND SILVER

EVy

FILIGREE

Time Yoy Owned a Waltham."

show yott the exqui- of
toe Colonial
Series and will
name the -- Waltham
movement
best auued to your rcquiro- Dents:

Hindqutrs,

S.

One-half-

.

,

$1.00

--

Forequtrs, . 50c

rLw

114

up-to-d- ate

SPITZ,

,

Goods

All

,

8 Ibs.for 25 Cents.
Spuds,
.
6 lbs for 25c Concord
50c

Bananas,

...

bskt
Grapes,
'35c doz Lemons, v. j; . 35c doz
Oranges, the large ones, 60c doz.

kinds of Vegetables.

That will go at low prices. Call and
get the prices.

PHONE

' Sweet Spuds,
EGGS,

3

lbs 25c

fresh ones, 25c DOZ.

inn ipt PHONE 92
'S uDKKM

92

mimiLi

O

O
Plums, Apples, Crab Apples and Pelrs

HOUSES FOR RENT

CUT FLOWERS

DAVID LOWITZKI

At the

received

to this

The labor chiers aeennea to aiscuss
Another New Mexico product, which their pending action today although
important conferences were
may hurt its reputation some, but several wmcn
me enure suuaLiuu wan
new
at
for
take our word
it, they are fine.
fttlsil1mvil

SPRING CMX, HENS, SQUABS, ETC.

Rugs

now.

ALL THE TIME.

. . . CLARENDON GARDENS . .

. Phone 12

I

:0

I
I

From Page One.)

i

EACH.

Carpets and

(Continued

Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
season. 20 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.
JAMES McCONYERYr 415 Palace Ave.
Phone, Black 204.

One-Halt-

CANTALOUPES, 5c

The Jeweler

Second-han- d

ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
BOTH SIDES STAND PAT.

Better than Spring Chicken ever dared to be.
tent by the answer
,
. 50c
. 90c
Forequtrs, 40c message.

Just received a large lot
Also

60c

Hindqutrs,

Apples,

of

WPFT

1--

Oh , You Mids !

We will

titely thin model Walthams

2c

7--

'

i".

it

P

Waltham Watches

"Ifs

TT

A

.dome in and talk match with us. It will
tot obligate buying and it may profit you
U
exph"1 what constitutes
good

r

U
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A Secret Seance.
Th.e conference began promptly at
11 o'clock behind closed doors, and
at noon no word had reached the out
(side as to what had transpired be
tween the railway ofScials and the
representatives of the shopmen.
They also assert that a strike now,
when large crops and other heavy tonnage in the state of Colorado must be
moved by the railroads involved,
would seriously injure the business
interests in the state. '
Railroad Officials.
The representatives of the Harriman system who went into conference
with the delegation of labor leaders

were Julius Kruttschnltt, vice president and director of maintenance and
way; E. E. Calvin, vice president and
I general manager of the Southern Pa- l.lciflc! W. R. Scott assistant eeneral
manager; H. J. Small, superintendent
of motive power; H. R. Clancy, assist
ant to the general manager, and F. Q.
Athern, chief of the bureau of eco
nomics. None of the railroad officials

The Modern Horn
()NE of the first requisites

of a modern home is an
rd
sanitary plumbing equipment. To
the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation are a
prime necessity. .
"Steodatd!' plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
and inviting.
Let us give you an estimate.
safe-gua-

I

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware & 'Supply Co.

l4

4'

i

PTpf TUT!

TVTO MERCHANT ever succeeded by accident.

You might have efficient salesmen, a good
store location and a pleasing personality, ,;but IF you don't give your customers a sigh
of improvement as good as your neighbors you simply can't do THE business. Now, it is
easy to be as good as" any competitor, but in these days of 1911 a man's got to be better or
44
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be beaten, and success crowns only
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that which is best.

LADIES, LISTEN !

MRS. CLEO VERNE, from Oklahoma City has come to our city to open a First-Cla- ss
Dressmaking Shop in the Balcony, second story, of the BIG DEPARTMENT STORE. Mrs. Cleo Verne comes to Santa Fe with a high recommenda-tio- n,
has been in the Dressmaking Business for over ten years, has worked for

large establishments, does " classy " work, all her Fashions are gathered by correspondent designs from Paris and style centers. She
will guarantee perfect fit If not, the loss will be tier's. To be successful you must be well dressedthat is the decision of public opinwith Mrs. Cleo Verne. To comion, against whose rulings there is no appeal. You can't go wrong if you leave your measure
plete her department she wishes to inform the ladies that in altering
TD 1"
work will be a specialty. . .
Skirts and Suits, first-cla-
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